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President: Judge Silvia Fernández de Gurmendi; Vice Presidents: Judges Joyce Aluoch
& Kuniko Ozaki.

TO: ICC Judges


To: ICC: Judge Silvia Fernández de Gurmendi
CC: Global Institute for the Prevention of Aggression, Liechtenstein – UN; Global
Footprint Network Standards Committee & Paul Murtaugh; EoP PoW Applicants:
Assistance of Counsel Requested; EoP PoW Applicants, Back Up Applicants and
Observers; IL Coercion
Sent: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 1:13 AM & Tuesday, December 29, 2015 5:05 PM
Subject: ICC: Judge Silvia Fernández de Gurmendi; Re: EoP ICC Private Pros: EoP
PoW's –v– Nobel Committee & Peace Laureates et al



To: ICC Judges; Kampala: GIPA & UN-LI; Req Asst Counsel
CC: EoP Applicants; EoP Axis: IL Coercion
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2016 10:42 PM
Subject: ICC Judges, GIPA; UN-LI; Req Asst Counsel; Re: NSA & FSB: EoP SF44
Obs Int WRT: US v ABundy; US v SM Hamzeh; US v IronOrder/Mongols: TT: EJ
Phelps: Elias Lara

CC: ICC Judges


To: Intnl Law UN; GIPA; Liechtenstein UN
CC: ICC Judges, ICC Lawyers, CfICC, AMICC
Sent: Saturday, January 09, 2016 10:18 PM
Subject: UN, GIPA & Liechtenstein; CC: ICC Judges: Re Publication of EoP
responses to (i) Silver Square Lodge; (ii) English Democrats: Steve Uncles



To: Laurie Calhoun
CC: Just War Authors; Global Institute for the Prevention of Aggression & Kampala;
ICC Judges; ICC Coalition; Intnl Law; Vatican
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2016 11:29 PM
Subject: Ind Inst: Laurie Calhoun: Re: Vatican, Justice War & EoP Axis MilNec
Evacuation

From: Lara Johnstone | To: ICC: Judge Silvia Fernández de Gurmendi [PDF]
CC: Global Institute for the Prevention of Aggression, Liechtenstein – UN [PDF]; Global
Footprint Network Standards Committee & Paul Murtaugh [PDF]; EoP PoW Applicants:
Assistance of Counsel Requested [PDF]; EoP PoW Applicants, Back Up Applicants and
Observers [PDF]; IL Coercion [PDF]
Sent: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 1:13 AM & Tuesday, December 29, 2015 5:05 PM
Subject: ICC: Judge Silvia Fernández de Gurmendi; Re: EoP ICC Private Pros: EoP PoW's –v– Nobel
Committee & Peace Laureates et al

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Tuesday, December 29, 2015 5:05 PM
To: 'Intnl Criminal Court'; 'Head of Public Affairs: Fadi El Abdallah'; 'Public Affairs Unit'; 'Office of the
Prosecutor'
Cc: 'Benjamin & Donald M Ferencz'; 'Joern Oliver Eiermann'; 'Rene Holbach'; 'Amb Asst: Martina Reisner';
'Comm: Rudolfo Bautista'; 'Dr. Mathis Wackernagel'; 'Dr. William Rees U-Columbia'; 'Dr. Herman Daly via
Steady State Economy'; 'Int Soc for Ecological Economics: Secretariat Dir Anne Aitken'; 'Center for
Sustainable Economy: Office'; 'Paul Murtaugh'; 'Wesley Miller'; 'Judge James Gray'; 'Horst Mahler Sylvia
Stoltz via Prof Dr Frank Arloth'; 'Daniel Kettiger: Kettiger Law Solutions'; 'Center of Competence for Public
Management'; 'Katya Komisaruk'; 'Ivan Pavlov'; 'Erin Brockovich'; 'Mahesh Chandra Mehta'; 'Tony Oposa';
'Justice Ngcobo via Lynette Bios'; 'Paul Kruger'; 'John Echohawk'; 'Luis Moreno Ocampo'; 'Luis Moreno
Ocampo'; 'Judge C G Weeramantry'; 'JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc'; 'Gen Paul Kern'; 'Gen Gordon Sullivan';
'Gen. Charles Chuck Wald'; 'US Amb in Pretoria: Amb Patrick Gaspard'; 'Timothy McVeigh'; 'DOJ-NSD Asst
AG-NS: Lisa Monaco'; 'NSA: Gen Keith Alexander'; 'Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group'; 'GOP: Brown
Ellen – Inhofe'; 'Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell'; 'President Vladimir Putin via Kremlin Press Office';
'Amb Mikhail Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta'; 'David Petraeus'; 'Raymond Odierno and John Mulholland via US
Army Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff'; 'Stan McChrystal'; 'Brigadier General Steven Anderson'; 'Admiral
Bobby R. Inman U. S. Navy Ret.'; 'General Charles H. Jacoby Jr.'; 'General Joseph W. Ralston'; 'General
James Cartwright USMC Ret.'; 'Daniel William Christman'; 'Admiral Steve Abbot USN'; 'Robert Tyrer';
'James M Bodner'; 'Bruce McDonald'; 'Thomas Reeve "Tom" Pickering'; 'Robert L. Grenier'; 'Andrew
Holland'; 'Judith A. "Jami" Miscik'; 'Jonathan Allen'; 'Daniel J Smith'; 'Ralph Schneider'; 'Starr Cooper';
'Francis A Branch CIV OSD OUSD INTEL'; 'Wilma J Atkins CIV US'; 'Lawrence Fowler C CIV US'; 'Thomas
Moorman'; 'General Anthony Charles Zinni USMC Ret.'; 'LtCol Thomas Brown USAF'; 'LtCol Emanuel
Cohan USAF'; 'LtCol James C. Bennett USAF'; 'Col Frank Battistelli'; 'LtCol Peter F. Olsen USAF'; 'Judge
Jay Bybee: U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit'; 'David Coombs Office'; 'Zbigniew Brzezinski';
'Major General Dana Pittard'; 'Major General Herbert Raymond McMaster'; 'John W. Whitehead'; 'Donald
Rumsfeld'; 'USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn'; 'Supreme Court Justices via DoJ:
SupremeCtBriefs'; 'Holy See in London – Nuntius'; 'Grand Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary'; 'Arif Hasan
Akhundzada'; 'USMC General Mattis via Dep Comm: Col James Clark: Camp Lejeune Marine Corps Base';
'PM Netanyaho'
Subject: RE: Judge Silvia Fernández de Gurmendi; Re: EoP ICC Private Pros: EoP PoW's –v– Nobel
Committee & Peace Laureates et al

Apologies: Edit:
TO: ICC: Judge Silvia Fernández de Gurmendi
CC: Global Institute for the Prevention of Aggression
CC: Permanent Mission of Liechtenstein to the U.N.
CC: Global Footprint Network Standards Committee & Paul Murtaugh:
CC: EoP PoW Applicants: Assistance of Counsel Requested
CC: EoP PoW Applicants, Observers & Back Up Applicants*
CC: PM Benjamin Netanyahu

Pres: Judge Silvia Fernández de Gurmendi
VPres: Judges Joyce Aluoch & Kuniko Ozaki
International Criminal Court
Oude Waalsdorperweg 10
2597 AK, The Hague
The Netherlands
Intnl Criminal Court (pio@icc-cpi.int); Head of Public Affairs: Fadi El Abdallah (fadi.elabdallah@icc-cpi.int); Public Affairs Unit (PublicAffairs.Unit@icc-cpi.int); Office of the
Prosecutor (OTPNewsDesk@icc-cpi.int)
GIPA: Global Institute for the Prevention of Aggression:
Donald M Ferencz
Middlesex Univ School of Law
Center for Criminology
Manor Road Building, Manor Road, Oxford OX1 3UQ
GIPA: Benjamin & Donald M Ferencz (donferencz@aol.com)
Permanent Mission of Liechtenstein to the U.N.
633 Third Avenue, 27th Floor
New York, NY 10017 USA
Global Campaign for Ratification and Implementation of Kampala Amendments on Crime of
Aggression:
Advisors: Joern Oliver Eiermann (joern.eiermann@nyc.llv.li); Rene Holbach
(rene.holbach@nyc.llv.li); Amb Asst: Martina Reisner (martina.reisner@nyc.llv.li); Comm:
Rudolfo Bautista (rodolfo.bautista@nyc.llv.li)
GFNSC: Global Footprint Network Standards Committee & Paul Murtaugh:
Dr. Mathis Wackernagel (mathis@footprintnetwork.org); Dr. William Rees U-Columbia
(wrees@interchange.ubc.ca); Dr. Herman Daly via Steady State Economy
(info@steadystate.org); Int Soc for Ecological Economics: Secretariat Dir Anne Aitken
(secretariat@isecoeco.org); Center for Sustainable Economy: Office (info@sustainableeconomy.org); Paul Murtaugh (murtaugh@science.oregonstate.edu)
EoP PoW Applicants: Assistance of Counsel Requested:
Wesley Miller (wesleytmiller@comcast.net); Judge James Gray (jimpgray@sbcglobal.net);
Horst Mahler Sylvia Stoltz via Prof Dr Frank Arloth (poststelle@stmj.bayern.de); Daniel
Kettiger: Kettiger Law Solutions (info@kettiger.ch); Center of Competence for Public
Management (daniel.kettiger@kpm.unibe.ch); Katya Komisaruk
(justcause@lawcollective.org); Ivan Pavlov (ipavlov@svobodainfo.org); Erin Brockovich
(erin@brockovich.com); Mahesh Chandra Mehta (mcmeftp@gmail.com); Tony Oposa
(tonyoposa1024@gmail.com); Justice Ngcobo via Lynette Bios (Bios@concourt.org.za); Paul
Kruger (paulkruger7@gmail.com); John Echohawk (jechohawk@narf.org); Luis Moreno
Ocampo (Luis_Moreno_Ocampo@hks.harvard.edu); Luis Moreno Ocampo (lmorenoocampo@getnicklaw.com); Judge C G Weeramantry (Christie.Weeramantry@monash.edu).
EoP PoW Applicants & Observers:
Applicants: Vice Admiral Nanette Derenzi: via US Navy JAG: VADM James W Crawford III via
JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc (JAGIR@navy.mil); VADM Dennis McGinn via CNA Military Advisory
Board Members: US Army: Gen Paul Kern (pkern@cohengroup.net); Army: F.Ch.Staff: Gen
Gordon Sullivan (gsullivan@ausa.org); US EU Command: F.Dep.Comm: Gen. Charles Chuck
Wald (cwald@deloitte.com); US Amb in Pretoria: Amb Patrick Gaspard

(embassypretoria@state.gov); Timothy McVeigh (truthseeker2436577@yahoo.com); via DOJNSD Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco: RE: Timothy McVeigh (nsd.public@usdoj.gov); Copy to: NSA:
Gen Keith Alexander (KBalexanderLTG@nsa.gov); Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group
(info@fsgroup.com); Copy to: GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe (Ellen_Brown@inhofe.senate.gov);
Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell (SBissell@migop.org); President Vladimir Putin via Kremlin
Press Office (press_office@prpress.gov.ru); Copy to: Amb Mikhail Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta
(ruspospr@mweb.co.za); David Petraeus (david.petraeus@kkr.com); Raymond Odierno and John
Mulholland via US Army Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff (usarmy.pentagon.hqda-dcs-g1.mbx.command-programs@mail.mil); Stan McChrystal (stan@mcchrystalgroup.com).
Back Up Applicants: Brigadier General Steven Anderson (sanderson@gorelyant.com); Admiral
Bobby R. Inman U. S. Navy Ret. (inman@austin.utexas.edu); General Charles H. Jacoby Jr.
(Charles.Jacoby@northcom.mil); General Joseph W. Ralston (jralston@cohengroup.net); General
James Cartwright USMC Ret. (jcartwright@nobleenergyinc.com); Daniel William Christman
(DChristman@USChamber.com); Admiral Steve Abbot USN (Steve.Abbot@nmcrs.org); Robert
Tyrer (rtyrer@cohengroup.net); James M Bodner (jbodner@cohengroup.net); Bruce McDonald
(bmacdonald@usip.org); Thomas Reeve "Tom" Pickering (thomas.r.pickering@boeing.com);
Robert L. Grenier (rgrenier7@gmail.com); Andrew Holland
(aholland@americansecurityproject.org); Judith A. "Jami" Miscik (JMiscik@kissingerinc.com);
Jonathan Allen (allen_jonathan@bah.com); Daniel J Smith (dsmith@gorelyant.com); Ralph
Schneider (ralph@beckerusa.com); Starr Cooper (scooper@academi.com); Francis A Branch CIV
OSD OUSD INTEL (francis.a.branch.civ@mail.mil); Wilma J Atkins CIV US
(wilma.j.atkins.civ@mail.mil); Lawrence Fowler C CIV US (lawrence.c.fowler2.civ@mail.mil);
Thomas Moorman (moorman_thomas@bah.com); General Anthony Charles Zinni USMC Ret.
(fwaconsultants@gmail.com); LtCol Thomas Brown USAF (thomas.brown.6@us.af.mil); LtCol
Emanuel Cohan USAF (emanuel.cohan@us.af.mil); LtCol James C. Bennett USAF
(james.bennett@us.af.mil); Col Frank Battistelli (frank.battistelli@us.af.mil); LtCol Peter F.
Olsen USAF (peter.olsen@us.af.mil)
Observers: Judge Jay Bybee: U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit (jay.bybee@unlv.edu);
David Coombs Office (info@armycourtmartialdefense.com); Zbigniew Brzezinski
(ZBrzezinski@csis.org); Major General Dana Pittard (dana.j.pittard.mil@mail.mil); Major
General Herbert Raymond McMaster (herbert.r.mcmaster.mil@mail.mil); John W. Whitehead
(johnw@rutherford.org); Donald Rumsfeld (daniel@javelindc.com); USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force
Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn (george.flynn@mail.mil); Supreme Court Justices via DoJ:
SupremeCtBriefs (SupremeCtBriefs@usdoj.gov); Holy See in London – Nuntius
(Nuntius@globalnet.co.uk); Grand Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary (gs@grandsecretaryoftx.org);
Arif Hasan Akhundzada (arif.hasan.akhundzada@gmail.com); USMC General Mattis via Dep
Comm: Col James Clark: Camp Lejeune Marine Corps Base (hqmc.comrel@usmc.mil).
PM Netanyaho (pm_eng@pmo.gov.il) [Ref: PM & Pres of Israel & Mossad]
ICC: Judge Silvia Fernández de Gurmendi; Re: EoP ICC Private Pros: EoP PoW's –v–
Nobel Committee & Peace Laureates et al
Please can ICC Judges Take Notice of the Ecology of Peace private prosecution ‘crimes of
aggression’ acts of war application to be filed in the International Criminal Court:
EoP ICC Private Prosecution:
The purpose of the EoP private prosecution complaint to the International Criminal Court – if
or when filed – shall be to implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract; that

requires all the world’s citizens to procreate and consume below ecological carrying capacity
limits. The complaint shall charge the breeding and/or consumption scarcity combatants with
‘Crimes of Aggression Acts of War’ for their breeding/consuming above ecological carrying
capacity limits; and shall require the respondents to cooperate; to nonviolently de-industrialize
and reduce consumption and procreation to ecological carrying capacity limits; through specific
actions requested of them. Put simply in terms of ICC Prosecutor Luis Moreno-Ocampos
red/green light international law analogy; individuals breeding and/or consuming above
ecological carrying capacity limits shall be guilty of procreation/consumption crimes of
aggression acts of war; i.e. have crossed the red light.
All documentation including the most recent draft of the complaint: EoP PoW's –v– Nobel
Committee & Peace Laureates et al [PDF]; can be found at EoP ICC complaint.
Applicants & Counsel:
I am only a paralegal who has been acting as a pro-bono pro se applicant and pro bono clerk
for other applicants who have been acting as plausible deniable pro-bono applicants.
The plausible deniable pro bono applicants are: ** Nanette Derenzi: former US Navy Judge
Advocate General; ** Dennis McGinn: Assistant Secretary of the Navy: Energy, Installations &
Environment; ** Timothy McVeigh: OKC bomber currently employed at NSA; ** Erik Prince:
Former Founder of Blackwater; ** Vladimir Putin: President of Russia; ** David Petraeus:
Former CIA Director; ** Stan McChrystal: McChrystal Group; ** Ray O’Dierno: Former US
Army Chief of Staff; ** John Mulholland: current CIA Pentagon liaison.
The plausible deniable pro bono back up Applicants are: ** Brigadier General Steven Anderson
(Ret); Former Logistics Officer for Gen Petraeus in Iraq; ** Admiral Bobby R. Inman, U. S.
Navy, (Ret.); University of Texas; formerly served as Director of National Security Agency and
Deputy Director of Central Intelligence; ** General Charles H. Jacoby, Jr., Commander, North
American Aerospace Defense Command and U.S. Northern Command; ** General Joseph W.
Ralston, United States Special Envoy for Countering the Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK);
Former Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff from 1996 to 2000; Cohen Group; ** General
James Cartwright (USMC, ret.), former Vice Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff and Commander,
U.S. Strategic Command; Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS); Int. Security
Manager, Noble Energy; ** Daniel William Christman, retired United States Army lieutenant
general, former Superintendent, United States Military Academy; current Senior Vice President
for International Affairs, U.S. Chamber of Commerce; ** Admiral Steve Abbot, USN (Ret.);
President, Chief Executive Officer (CEO); Navy-Marine Corps Relief Society; ** Robert Tyrer,
Former Chief of Staff, US Department of Defense from 1997-2001; The Cohen Group; ** James
M Bodner, Former US Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Policy (1998-2001); The Cohen
Group; ** Bruce McDonald, Senior director of the Nonproliferation and Arms Control Project,
Center for Conflict Analysis and Prevention, United States Institute of Peace (USIP); **
Thomas Reeve "Tom" Pickering, former 17th Undersecretary of State for Political Affairs and
U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations; Council on Foreign Relations; ** Robert L. Grenier,
former CIA Pakistan station chief; Director of Counterterrorist center, currently Managing
Director Kroll, Inc. and ERG Partners; ** Andrew Holland, Senior Fellow for Energy and
Climate, American Security Project; ** Judith A. "Jami" Miscik, former Deputy Director for
Intelligence, Central Intelligence Agency; Global Head of Sovereign Risk, Lehman Brothers;
currently President and Vice-Chairman of Kissinger Associates, Inc & member of President
Obama's Intelligence Advisory Board; ** Jonathan Allen: Senior Associate, Booz Allen
Hamilton; Daniel J Smith: Owner and President of Go Relyant; ** Ralph Schneider: Sales and

Product Support Representative: Becker USA: division of Becker Avionics based in Germany; **
Starr Cooper: Marketing Assistant at Academi, formerly: Blackwater and Xe; ** Francis A
Branch CIV OSD OUSD INTEL: Intelligence Officer in the Office of the Secretary of Defense
(OSD); Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence (OUSD): Michael G Vickers; **
Wilma J Atkins CIV (US): Unified Quest: US Army Chief of Staff's annual Title 10 Future
Study Plan designed to examine issues critical to current and future force development. It is the
Army's primary mechanism for exploring enduring strategic and operational challenges, US
Army; ** Lawrence Fowler C CIV (US): Unified Quest, US Army; ** Thomas Moorman: Senior
Executive Advisor: Booz Allen Hamilton; Senior Vice President responsible for the firm’s US Air
Force and NASA business; chaired the Space Campaign, which oversaw Booz Allen’s spacerelated activities; ** General Anthony Charles Zinni, USMC (Ret.): former Commander in Chief
of the United States Central Command (CENTCOM); former special envoy for the United States
to Israel and the Palestinian Authority; former instructor in the Department of International
Studies at the Virginia Military Institute. Currently: instructor at the Sanford School of Public
Policy at Duke University. Chairman of the Board of Governors of the Middle East Institute; **
LtCol Thomas Brown: POPE AAF: Senior wing leadership appointed to attend school board
meetings and advocate for the educational interests of military children; ** LtCol Emanuel
Cohan USAF: Military Child Education - AF School Liaison Officer: INCIRLIK AB; ** LtCol
James C. Bennett USAF: Military Child Education - AF School Liaison Officer: HOLOMAN
AFB; ** Col Frank Battistelli MSG Commander: Military Child Education - AF School Liaison
Officer: JOINT BASE ELMENDORF; LtCol Peter F. Olsen USAF: Commander, 426th Air Base
Squadron at Stavanger Air Station, Norway, and responsible for providing base-level support to
220 U.S. service members and their families supporting NATO's Joint Warfare Centre. He is
also the Military Child Education - AF School Liaison Officer.
The pro bono observers are: Jay Bybee: Judge at United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit; David Coombs: Bradley Manning attorney; Zbigniew Brzezinski: former advisor to
President Carter; Generals: Dana Pittard; Herbert Raymond McMaster, George Flynn and
James Mattis; John W. Whitehead: Constitutional Attorney; Donald Rumsfeld: Former Sec of
Defence; Supreme Court Justices via DoJ: SupremeCtBriefs; Holy See in London; Grand Lodge
of TX: Grand Secretary; Arif Hasan Akhundzada: Pashtun Pakistan citizen and the Principal at
DRC 2: a Pakistan Army Taliban De-Radicalisation Centre at Bara.
I have contacted numerous individuals for Request of Assistance of Counsel on the EoP ICC
Private Prosecution issues [PDF]:
Re: McVeigh Faked Execution and Russia Assisted Suicide: Karen Marshall provided verbal
legal advice but has so far refused to put her legal advice in writing; Re: Anti-Occult Human
Sacrifice Lawyer: Wesley Miller – no response; EoP ICC Private Prosecution: Paul Harris
declined. Judge James Gray; Horst Mahler; Sylvia Stoltz; Daniel Kettiger; Katya
Komisaruk; Ivan Pavlov; Erin Brockovich; Mahesh Chandra Mehta; Tony Oposa; Justice
Sandile Ngcobo; Paul Kruger; John Echohawk; Luis Moreno Ocampo and Judge C G
Weeramantry have not yet responded.
------- Excerpt: Request for Assistance of Counsel --------Re: plausible deniable applicants and observers:
According to my observation two of the applicants could be considered plausible deniable
committed to the implementation of an Ecology of Peace international law social contract. They
are Timothy McVeigh and Vladimir Putin.

I imagine Timothy McVeigh shall remain plausible deniable until Pres Bush and/or Governor
Gray Davis legally confirms his 11 June 2001 faked execution. Those negotiations can be found
in: Ecology of Peace culture correspondence regarding the Oklahoma City Bombing and the faked
execution of Timothy James McVeigh [PDF]. I imagine Vladimir Putin shall remain plausible
deniable until (i) the issue of McVeigh’s faked execution is resolved; and/or (ii) Israel ICC
coercion issues are confirmed; although I could be wrong on both those counts; and President
Putin may be willing to discard his plausible deniability based upon the same grounds as the
plausible deniable working hypothesis enquiry applicants. One thing I have little doubt about
is his level of EoP commitment.
The other applicants I would classify as closer to plausible deniable working hypothesis enquiry;
some closer to committed and others closer to enquiry; where exactly on that scale they would
fall; I don’t know. I imagine they would tilt closer to committed with a qualified committed
private prosecution counsel on board.

Mutually Agreed Coercion Enforcement:
So far two ideas have been considered for Mutually Agreed Coercion Enforcement. Israel
Mossad / Shinbet for coercion and enforcement of individuals and/or organizations and EoP Axis
for larger entities such as countries; although Israel could also provide coercion to EoP Axis
leaders who are refusing to cooperate with other EoP Axis cooperating countries.
2. Confirm PM Netanyahu & Mossad consent as EoP Axis Coercion:
Original basis for recommendation of Mossad / Shinbet as EoP Axis Coercion; which has been
shared with PM Netanyahu; include among others: Israel’s Shin Bet Generals call for peace.

3. Confirm EoP Axis Officials Heads of State confirm their intent to act as EoP Axis.
Basis for recommendation of EoP Axis include among others; which has been shared with EoP
Axis authorities; include among others: Real News: Paul Jay’s Reality Asserts Itself: Who
Makes US Foreign Policy interview of Lawrence Wilkerson; particularly the predatory
capitalism part; which deals with the necessity of the great powers cooperating to implement a
new economic order; to address the massive impending planetary social conflict problems
resulting from climate change, peak food, peak water, peak oil, etc.
------- End Excerpt: Request for Assistance of Counsel ---------

Succinct Summary of Private Prosecution Complaint:
On behalf of the EoP Applicants I have been preparing documentation for an ICC private
prosecution in terms of Rendulic Rule Military Necessity doctrine; CA, UK, US & RSA
Common Law Private Prosecution doctrine; Rome Statute: Art.5, 6, 7, 8 & 15; ICC Code of
Judicial Ethics: Art 4, 5(1), 7 & 11. Charges: Crimes of Aggression Acts of War.
The Ecology of Peace culture’s definition of ‘crimes of aggression acts of war’ is as follows:
“Any individual who is found guilty of advocating on behalf of, legislating, enforcing, or
obeying any – cultural, religious, common, statutory, constitutional, or international –

‘scarcity combatant’ social contract; which enables or advocates on behalf of human
procreation, consumption or production of resources that transgress ecological carrying
capacity limits, is guilty of the ‘crime of aggression act of war’.”
Carrying Capacity Sustainability: I=PAT Equation:
For activities to be genuinely sustainable it must be possible for them to continue
indefinitely. The impact of humanity on the environment and the demands that people place
on the resources available on the planet can be summarized by what is known as the Ehrlich
or IPAT equation, I=PAT. I = impact on the environment or demand for resources, P =
population size, A = affluence and T = technology. The two most important conclusions
deriving from this IPAT footprint relationship are that: (i) the Earth can support only a
limited number of people, at a certain level of affluence, in a sustainable manner; and (ii)
Population and Consumption must be reduced to below carrying capacity.
An individuals IPAT footprint is a result of: (A) Consumption Footprint multiplied by (B)
Procreation Factor.
Consumption Footprint: Consumption footprint calculators are based upon Global
Footprint Application Standards, and calculate an individuals consumption footprint based
upon various questions about their consumption lifestyle’s; and provide a final consumption
footprint in global hectares which is the individual’s ‘consumption footprint’; i.e. the amount
of global productive land required for the production of products the individual consumes.
Consumption Footprint calculators can be found at among others: Global Footprint
Network; Earth Day; Center for Sustainable Economy; EcoCampus.
Global Footprint concepts were developed by among others: Dr. Mathis Wackernagel; Dr.
William Rees; Dr. Herman Daly and the Global Footprint Network Standards Committee is
one of two committees overseeing scientific review procedures and standards for Footprint
calculations.
Procreation Factor: According to the research of Paul Murtaugh: A parent increases their
consumption footprint by a factor of 20 for every child procreated.
Carrying Capacity aka Biocapacity Limits: “The maximum number of individuals that can
be supported sustainably by a given environment is known as its ‘carrying capacity’. Worldwide
the total amount of biologically productive land and sea amounts to 12 billion global hectares
(gha); or 1.8 gha each if divided by 6.7 billion each. Guerrylla Laws are drawn up in accordance
with the proactive conservation policies of Bhutan, who set aside 40% of their biologically
productive to be returned to its natural state, for other species and wildlife conservation
purposes; then that means that the total amount of biologically productive carrying capacity
land available to humans is 60% of 12 billion; which amounts to 7.2 billion gha total; or 60% of
1.8 gha, which is 1 gha each.
Population factor is relevant, because the more humans there are, the less biologically
productive land there is for everyone else.
For example:
Biocapacity limits of 6.7, 3.5, 1 Billion, 500, 250 & 100 Million humans: 7.2 billion
global hectares of biologically productive land and water divided by (a) 6.7 billion humans,

equals: 1.07 gha each; (b) 3.5 billion equals 2.05 gha each; (c) 1 billion equals 7.2 gha each;
(d) 500 million equals 14.4 gha each; (e) 250 million equals 28.8 gha; (f) 100 million equals
72 gha each.

Respondents:
Primary Respondents so far include:
(i) Norwegian Nobel Committee; Nobel Peace Laureates Organisations and Employees,
Nobel Peace Laureates Individuals and Families; (ii) Bank of International Settlements;
Inter-American Development Bank; APRACA: Asia-Pacific Rural & Agriculture Credit
Association; (iii) World Federation of Exchanges (WFE) and International Org of Securities
Commissions (OICU-IOSCO); (iv) IAEA: International Atomic Energy Agency; NEI: Nuclear
Energy Institute and WCA: World Coal Association; (v) United Nations General Assembly
Nation States & UNDP / UNFPA / UNOPS Executive Board Secretariat.
Additional ‘Consent’ respondents include Global Campaign for Ratification and Implementation
of Kampala Amendments on the Crime of Aggression; and Global Footprint Network Standards
Committee who shall be allowed to consent or object to the Private Prosecution or its Ecology of
Peace Decalogue Commandment ‘crimes of aggression acts of war’ definition; or submit factual
correction edits to the Applicant’s IPAT: Consumption x Population Footprint equation carrying
capacity limits statistics.
Re: Kampala ‘crimes of aggression acts of war’ definition:
I have notified the Global Campaign for Ratification and Implementation of Kampala
Amendments on Crime of Aggression convenors; namely: Global Institute for the Prevention
of Aggression: Benjamin and Donald Ferencz and the Permanent Mission of Liechtenstein of
the intended Ecology of Peace private prosecution ‘crimes of aggression’ acts of war ICC
application to be filed.
There has been no response from them.
A copy of all aforementioned correspondence can be found in: EoP Axis Military Necessity
Evacuation: Admin Correspondence: EoP Applicants: Request for Assistance of Counsel [PDF]
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: Lara Johnstone | To: Intnl Law UN; GIPA; Liechtenstein UN
CC: ICC Judges, ICC Lawyers, CfICC, AMICC
Sent: Saturday, January 09, 2016 10:18 PM
Subject: UN, GIPA & Liechtenstein; CC: ICC Judges: Re Publication of EoP responses to (i) Silver Square
Lodge; (ii) English Democrats: Steve Uncles

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Saturday, January 09, 2016 10:18 PM
To: 'Rule of Law Unit'; 'Deputy Secretary-General: Jan Eliasson'; 'GIPA: Benjamin & Donald M Ferencz';
'Dapo Akanda'; 'Prince Zeid Ra’ad Zeid Al-Hussein via Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human
Rights'; 'Kjell Anderson via IAGS'; 'Stefan Barriga'; 'Cherif Bassiouni'; 'Michael Bazyler'; 'Roberto Bellelli via
Embassy of Italian Republic in Netherlands'; 'Jutta F. Bertram-Nothnagel via UIA: HR Coord: Julie Goffin';
'Cherif Bassiouni'; 'Michael Bazyler'; 'Roberto Bellelli via Embassy of Italian Republic in Netherlands'; 'Jutta
F. Bertram-Nothnagel via UIA: HR Coord: Julie Goffin'; 'John Cerone'; 'Roger Clark'; 'Phil Clark'; 'Hans
Corell via World Justice Project: Directors'; 'David M. Crane'; 'David Donat-Cattin'; 'Gregory S. Gordon';
'Christopher “Kip” Hale'; 'Antonia Macias via Equipo Nizkor'; 'Claus Kreß'; 'Rainer Huhle'; 'Drew Kostic';
'Hope Elizabeth May'; 'Jackson Maogoto'; 'Daniel Nsereko via Special Tribunal for Lebanon'; 'William R.
Pace via Int Coal for Resp to Protect'; 'Timothy McCormack'; 'Carrie McDougall'; 'Michael A. Newton';
'Astrid Reisinger Coracini'; 'Anne Rubesame'; 'Sergey Sayapin'; 'Deborah Ruiz-Verduzco'; 'Sandra
Schulberg'; 'Leila Sadat'; 'Elizabeth Salmón via Pontifical Catholic Univ of Peru'; 'William A. Schabas';
'MDX'; 'Sam Sasan Shoamanesh'; 'Gerry Simpson'; 'Nicolaos Strapatsas via Canadian Center for Intnl
Justice'; 'Jennifer Trahan'; 'jennifer.trahan@att.net'; 'Michael P. Scharf'; 'David J. Scheffer'; 'Manuel J.
Ventura'; 'Christian Wenaweser via Liechtenstein: Joern Eiermann'; 'Pål Wrange via Stockholm Univ Dir:
Thomas Jonter'; 'Noah Weisbord'; 'Gayl Westerman'; 'Global Campaign for Ratification and
Implementation of Kampala Amendments on Crime of Aggression: Advisors: Joern Oliver Eiermann';
'Rene Holbach'; 'Amb Asst: Martina Reisner'; 'Comm: Rudolfo Bautista'
Cc: 'Intnl Criminal Court'; 'Head of Public Affairs: Fadi El Abdallah'; 'Public Affairs Unit'; 'Office of the
Prosecutor'; 'ICC Counsel Support'; 'ADC-ICTY: Association of Defence Counsel Practising Before the
International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia - and Representing Counsel Before the
Mechanism for International Criminal Tribunals'; 'Courtenay Griffiths QC via clerks'; 'Morris Anyah'; 'Peter
Robinson'; 'Karim Khan'; 'Colleen Rohan'; 'ICTR Public Affairs & Information Unit'; 'ICTR Protocol Support
Services'; 'Defence Counsel & Detention Management Section'; 'RLN Intnl Law: Dominika Svarc'; 'Miša
Zgonec-Rožej'; 'Marko Sladojević'; 'New York'; 'Hague'; 'AMICC Secretariat'; 'Convener: John Washburn';
'JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc'; 'VADM Bruce McDonald: Bruce MacDonald'; 'Cercle K2'; 'Supreme Court
Justices via DoJ: SupremeCtBriefs'; 'ICC: Prosecutors Office: Fatou Bensouda'; 'Int’l Court of Justice:
President: Judge Peter Tomka: via Peace Palace Library'; 'Director: Jeroen Vervliet'
Subject: UN, GIPA & Liechtenstein; CC: ICC Judges: Re Publication of EoP responses to (i) Silver Square
Lodge; (ii) English Democrats: Steve Uncles

TO: Intnl Law: United Nations Dep Sec Gen & Rule of Law Unit
TO: Global Institute for the Prevention of Aggression
TO: Permanent Mission of Liechtenstein to the U.N.
CC: ICC Judges: Pres: Judge Silvia Fernández de Gurmendi, Judges Joyce Aluoch &
Kuniko Ozaki:
CC: International Criminal Court Lawyers & Coalition for ICC & AMICC
CC: Intnl Law: USA, ICC & ICJ
Ref: EoP Applicants prior correspondence to Intnl Law [PDF], GIPA [PDF], ICC Judges [PDF].
UN Dept Sec Gen & Rule of Law Unit:
Rule of Law Unit (rol@unrol.org); Deputy Secretary-General: Jan Eliasson (Eliasson@un.org)

Global Institute for the Prevention of Aggression & Council of Advisors:
GIPA: Benjamin & Donald M Ferencz (donferencz@aol.com); Dapo Akanda
(dapo.akande@law.ox.ac.uk); Prince Zeid Ra’ad Zeid Al-Hussein via Office of the UN High
Commissioner for Human Rights (InfoDesk@ohchr.org); Kjell Anderson via IAGS
(info@genocidescholars.org); Stefan Barriga (stefan.barriga@nyc.llv.li); Cherif Bassiouni
(Cherif.Bassiouni@gmail.com); Michael Bazyler (bazyler@chapman.edu); Roberto Bellelli via
Embassy of Italian Republic in Netherlands (ambsec.denhaag@esteri.it); Jutta F. BertramNothnagel via UIA: HR Coord: Julie Goffin (j.goffin@avocat.be); Cherif Bassiouni
(Cherif.Bassiouni@gmail.com); Michael Bazyler (bazyler@chapman.edu); Roberto Bellelli via
Embassy of Italian Republic in Netherlands (ambsec.denhaag@esteri.it); Jutta F. BertramNothnagel via UIA: HR Coord: Julie Goffin (j.goffin@avocat.be); John Cerone
(John.Cerone@tufts.edu); Roger Clark (rsclark@camden.rutgers.edu); Phil Clark
(pc44@soas.ac.uk); Hans Corell via World Justice Project: Directors
(wjp@worldjusticeproject.org); David M. Crane (dmcrane@law.syr.edu); David Donat-Cattin
(Donat@pgaction.org); Gregory S. Gordon (gordon@law.und.edu); Christopher “Kip” Hale
(kip.hale@americanbar.org); Antonia Macias via Equipo Nizkor (nizkor@derechos.org); Claus
Kreß (claus.kress@uni-koeln.de); Rainer Huhle (rainer.huhle@menschenrechte.org); Drew
Kostic (drewkostic@gmail.com); Hope Elizabeth May (hopemay@selfconcordance.com); Jackson
Maogoto (Jackson.Maogoto@manchester.ac.uk); Daniel Nsereko via Special Tribunal for
Lebanon (stl-pressoffice@un.org); William R. Pace via Int Coal for Resp to Protect
(chhatpar@responsibilitytoprotect.org); Timothy McCormack (t.mccormack@unimelb.edu.au);
Carrie McDougall (Carrie.McDougall@dfat.gov.au); Michael A. Newton
(mike.newton@vanderbilt.edu); Astrid Reisinger Coracini (astrid.reisinger-coracini@unigraz.at); Anne Rubesame (annesophie25@hotmail.com); Sergey Sayapin (s.sayapin@kimep.kz);
Deborah Ruiz-Verduzco (RuizVerduzco@icc-cpi.int); Sandra Schulberg (sschulberg@aol.com);
Leila Sadat (sadat@wulaw.wustl.edu); Elizabeth Salmón via Pontifical Catholic Univ of Peru
(webmaster@pucp.pe); William A. Schabas (w.a.schabas@law.leidenuniv.nl); MDX
(w.schabas@mdx.ac.uk); Sam Sasan Shoamanesh (samsasanshoamanesh@globalbrief.ca); Gerry
Simpson (g.j.simpson@lse.ac.uk); Nicolaos Strapatsas via Canadian Center for Intnl Justice
(info@ccij.ca); Jennifer Trahan (jt487@nyu.edu); (jennifer.trahan@att.net); Michael P. Scharf
(michael.scharf@case.edu); David J. Scheffer (d-scheffer@law.northwestern.edu); Manuel J.
Ventura (manuel.ventura@peaceandjusticeinitiative.org); Christian Wenaweser via
Liechtenstein: Joern Eiermann (joern.eiermann@nyc.llv.li); Pål Wrange via Stockholm Univ Dir:
Thomas Jonter (thomas.jonter@ekohist.su.se); Noah Weisbord (nweisbor@fiu.edu); Gayl
Westerman (gwesterman@law.pace.edu).
Permanent Mission of Liechtenstein to the U.N.
Global Campaign for Ratification and Implementation of Kampala Amendments on Crime of
Aggression: Advisors: Joern Oliver Eiermann (joern.eiermann@nyc.llv.li); Rene Holbach
(rene.holbach@nyc.llv.li); Amb Asst: Martina Reisner (martina.reisner@nyc.llv.li); Comm:
Rudolfo Bautista (rodolfo.bautista@nyc.llv.li)
ICC Judges: Pres: Judge Silvia Fernández de Gurmendi, Judges Joyce Aluoch &
Kuniko Ozaki:
Intnl Criminal Court (pio@icc-cpi.int); Head of Public Affairs: Fadi El Abdallah (fadi.elabdallah@icc-cpi.int); Public Affairs Unit (PublicAffairs.Unit@icc-cpi.int); Office of the
Prosecutor (OTPNewsDesk@icc-cpi.int)
International Criminal Court Lawyers:

ICC Counsel Support (css@icc-cpi.int); ADC-ICTY: Association of Defence Counsel Practising
Before the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia - and Representing
Counsel Before the Mechanism for International Criminal Tribunals (iduesterhoeft@icty.org);
Courtenay Griffiths QC via clerks (clerks@25bedfordrow.com); Morris Anyah
(admin@anyahlaw.com); Peter Robinson (peter@peterrobinson.com); Karim Khan
(khan@tgchambers.com); Colleen Rohan (clerks@9bedfordrow.co.uk); ICTR Public Affairs &
Information Unit (ictr-press@un.org); ICTR Protocol Support Services (ictr-protocol@un.org);
Defence Counsel & Detention Management Section (dcms@un.org); RLN Intnl Law: Dominika
Svarc (dominika.svarc@rln-rpm.com); Miša Zgonec-Rožej (misa.zgonec@rln-rpm.com); Marko
Sladojević (marko.sladojevic@rln-rpm.com)
Coalition for ICC & AMICC:
New York (cicc@coalitionfortheicc.org); Hague (cicc-hague@coalitionfortheicc.org); AMICC
Secretariat (amicc@amicc.org); Convener: John Washburn (jwashburn@amicc.org)
Intnl Law: USA, ICC & ICJ:
USA Law: US Navy JAG: VADM James W Crawford III JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc
(JAGIR@navy.mil); VADM Bruce McDonald: Bruce MacDonald (bruce.macdonald@atsid.com);
Cercle K2 (contact@cercle-k2.fr); Supreme Court Justices via DoJ: SupremeCtBriefs
(SupremeCtBriefs@usdoj.gov); International Law: ICC: Int’l Criminal Court: Prosecutors Office:
Fatou Bensouda (otp.informationdesk@icc-cpi.int); Int’l Court of Justice: President: Judge Peter
Tomka: via Peace Palace Library (info@peacepalacelibrary.nl); Director: Jeroen Vervliet
(j.vervliet@peacepalacelibrary.nl)
UN, GIPA & Liechtenstein; CC: ICC Judges: Re Publication of EoP responses to (i)
Silver Square Lodge; (ii) English Democrats: Steve Uncles
This is a multi-tasking correspondence: I noticed the UN library press release; via Wikileaks
Party and Coalition for the Criminal Court; that the most checked out book from the UN library
in 2015 was about war crime immunity.
As stated to Bundy-Hammond Malheur Militia Occupation parties: Constitutional Sheriffs and
Peace Officers Association; Oath Keepers & Truth in Media; copied to NSA: Adm Mike Rogers
[PDF] and FSB General Aleksandr Bortnikov [PDF]; with minor editing amendments for
accuracy:
Transparency copy of Publication of EoP responses to (i) Silver Square Lodge #791: Eli
Elihu; (ii) English Democrats: Steve Uncles; originally sent: 18 Dec 2015 4:03 PM; which as
noted in the correspondence has not been publicly published in full.
I don’t know if any of the information therein may be useful or not to enable your -- ‘we
sincerely care about implementing honourable international law that gives a fuck about peace’ - or -- ‘pretend we give a fuck about implementing honourable international law that gives a
fuck about peace; while doing sweet goddamn fuck all about the root Masonic War is Peace right
to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits international
law social contract’ -- decision-making.
If or when so requested: I shall not be offended by anyone’s request that all EoP options for an
Ecology of Peace resolution to Masonic racial, cultural and/or religious international law
disputes; be officially withdrawn; including my apology for thinking there may be a lawyer who

is or could be sincere about an honourable buck stops here peaceful resolution to Masonic racial,
cultural and/or religious international law disputes.
Copy of Buck Stops Here: USMC Sgt Jon Michael Dye story can be found in correspondence
to EoP Axis officials [PDF]; sent; Wednesday, September 30, 2015 12:00 PM.
Sincere communication practices can be found at: Ecology of Peace.
A copy of all aforementioned correspondence can be found in: EoP Axis Military Necessity
Evacuation: Admin Correspondence: EoP Applicants: Request for Assistance of Counsel [PDF]
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

_______________________________________
From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2015 4:03 PM
To: 'Eli Elihu'; 'Mr. Steve Uncles'; 'Kevin Riddiough'; 'British Democrats: Andrew Brons'
Cc: 'Judge James Gray'; 'Prof Dr Frank Arloth'; 'Daniel Kettiger: Kettiger Law Solutions'; 'Center of
Competence for Public Management'; 'Katya Komisaruk'; 'Paul Harris'; 'Ivan Pavlov'; 'Erin Brockovich';
'David Hoffman'; 'Sidley Austin LLP: David Hoffman'; 'Coalition for an Ethical Psychology: Spokesperson:
Jean Maria Arrigo'; 'APA: Div 34: PresElect: Robert Gifford'; 'Div 19: Paul Bartone'; 'Warrior Sci: LtCol
Dave Grossman'; 'Donald Rumsfeld'; '96-CR-68-M US Attorneys: Patrick Ryan'; 'Beth Wilkinson'; 'OKC
Accused Counsel: Timothy McVeigh: Stephen Jones'; 'Rob Nigh'; 'Richard Burr'; 'Terry Nichols: Michael
Tigar'; 'Michael Fortier: Michael McGuire via: Tulsa County Bar Association: Exec Dir: Kevin Cousins';
'Former CA Governor Gray Davis'; 'Page County: Kenneth L Alger II'; 'Arlington County City of Falls
Church: Theo Stamos'; 'PM Benjamin Netanyahu'
Bcc: 'JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc'; 'Gen Paul Kern'; 'Gen Gordon Sullivan'; 'Gen. Charles Chuck Wald'; 'US
Amb in Pretoria: Amb Patrick Gaspard'; 'Timothy McVeigh'; 'DOJ-NSD Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco: RE:
Timothy McVeigh'; 'Copy to: NSA: Gen Keith Alexander'; 'Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group'; 'Copy to:
GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe'; 'Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell'; 'President Vladimir Putin via Kremlin
Press Office'; 'Copy to: Amb Mikhail Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta'; 'David Petraeus'; 'Raymond Odierno and
John Mulholland via US Army Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff'; 'Stan McChrystal'; 'Judge Jay Bybee:
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit'; 'David Coombs Office'; 'Zbigniew Brzezinski'; 'Major General
Dana Pittard'; 'Major General Herbert Raymond McMaster'; 'John W. Whitehead'; 'USMC JCS: Dir Joint
Force Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn'; 'Supreme Court Justices via DoJ: SupremeCtBriefs'; 'Holy See in London
– Nuntius'; 'Grand Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary'; 'Arif Hasan Akhundzada'; 'USMC General Mattis via Dep
Comm: Col James Clark: Camp Lejeune Marine Corps Base'
Subject: Publication of EoP responses to (i) Silver Square Lodge #791: Eli Elihu; (ii) English Democrats:
Steve Uncles

PRH Update:
[..]
Original:

TO: Eli Elihu: Silver Square Lodge #791
TO: English Democrats: Steve Uncles
CC: Request Asst of Counsel
CC: Psych: APA Review: Psych Ethics; Killology & Sexology Psych.
CC: Donald Rumsfeld & Oklahoma City Bombing: Prosecutors and Accused Counsel
CC: Radical Honesty Fraud: Prosecutors
CC: PM Benjamin Netanyahu
* BCC: GMC 4643-13 applicants and observers
Democrat: Eli Elihu & English Democrats: Steve Uncles:
Eli Elihu (eli@ourcandor.com); Mr. Steve Uncles (SteveUncles@EngDem.org); Kevin Riddiough
(kevinriddiough@engdem.org); British Democrats: Andrew Brons
(enquiries@britishdemocraticparty.org)
Request Asst of Counsel:
Judge James Gray (jimpgray@sbcglobal.net); Prof Dr Frank Arloth (poststelle@stmj.bayern.de);
Daniel Kettiger: Kettiger Law Solutions (info@kettiger.ch); Center of Competence for Public
Management (daniel.kettiger@kpm.unibe.ch); Katya Komisaruk (justcause@lawcollective.org);
Paul Harris (guerrillalaw@earthlink.net); Ivan Pavlov (ipavlov@svobodainfo.org); Erin
Brockovich (erin@brockovich.com).
Psych: APA Review: Psych Ethics; Killology & Sexology Psych.
David Hoffman (apareview@sidley.com); Sidley Austin LLP: David Hoffman
(david.hoffman@sidley.com); Coalition for an Ethical Psychology: Spokesperson: Jean Maria
Arrigo (jmarrigo@peat-intel.org); APA: Div 34: PresElect: Robert Gifford (rgifford@uvic.ca); Div
19: Paul Bartone (bartonep@ndu.edu); Warrior Sci: LtCol Dave Grossman (info@killology.com)
Donald Rumsfeld & Oklahoma City Bombing: Prosecutors and Accused Counsel:
Donald Rumsfeld (daniel@javelindc.com); 96-CR-68-M US Attorneys: Patrick Ryan
(pryan@ryanwhaley.com); Beth Wilkinson (bwilkinson@paulweiss.com); OKC Accused Counsel:
Timothy McVeigh: Stephen Jones (sjones@stephenjoneslaw.com); Rob Nigh
(rnigh@brewsterlaw.com); Richard Burr (Dick@BurrandWelch.com); Terry Nichols: Michael
Tigar (mtigar@wcl.american.edu); Michael Fortier: Michael McGuire via: Tulsa County Bar
Association: Exec Dir: Kevin Cousins (kevinc@tulsabar.com); Former CA Governor Gray Davis
(gdavis@loeb.com).
Radical Honesty Fraud: Prosecutors:
Page County: Kenneth L Alger II (kalger@pagecounty.virginia.gov); Arlington County City of
Falls Church: Theo Stamos (TStamos@vacao.com)
PM Benjamin Netanyahu (pm_eng@pmo.gov.il)
Democrat: Eli Elihu & English Democrats: Steve Uncles
Publication of EoP responses to (i) Silver Square Lodge #791: Eli Elihu; (ii) English
Democrats: Steve Uncles
Please Note that -- until I have found Masonic War is Peace attorneys [Req. Asst of Counsel:
PDF]; psychologists [Psych: PDF] and/or court that (a) consider me entitled to a free and fair
military necessity trial by an impartial court of Judges capable of hearing constructive criticism

about the fuck up that is their or the Masonic War is Peace cult social contract religion;
irrespective of whether I am the one and only village idiot on the planet who has such heretical
Ecology of Peace anti-masonic beliefs, or whether there are only a handful of people on the
planet who support my heretical anti-masonic beliefs [D. Rumsfeld: PDF; OKC PDF]; (b)
evaluate my Ecology of Peace Factual Reality statements, actions and motives in accordance to
my subjective and the objective truth and evidence; the whole truth and evidence; and nothing
but the truth and evidence [RH Fraud: VA Pros Theo Stamos PDF]; and (c) my Radical
Honoursty Ecology of Peace culture is legally acknowledged [EoP legal submissions] -- my
correspondence to you shall not be published in EoP v WiP negotiations correspondence found at
MILED Clerk Notice; but shall be published at: Practicing Radical Honoursty [EoP | WiP].
Ecology of Peace Facts Reality: (a) Earth is not flat; (b) Earth renewable and non-renewable
resources are finite; (c) When humans breed or consume above ecological carrying capacity
limits, it results in resource conflict; (d) To sustainably protect and conserve natural resources
in accordance to local and national carrying capacity limits; and restrict national and
international inter-cultural, racial and religious resource war conflict; humans must reform
and/or abolish the Masonic War is Peace international law social contract; and cooperate to
implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract that restricts all the worlds
citizens, from all races, religions and classes; to breed and consume below ecological carrying
capacity limits.
Should either of you or your political party leadership or members desire my departure from
this planet; because I ‘appear to be a complete waste of oxygen’. I have been attempting to make
arrangements for my departure from this Masonic infested planet of gutless cowards for fifteen
years now. All I have asked is for South African and/or International authorities or Oklahoma
City bombing prosecutors and/or counsel to confirm with President Bush and/or Governor Gray
Davis that Timothy McVeigh’s execution was faked; and whether the terms of his faked
execution allow for me to physically spend two years with Timothy McVeigh off grid in a little
village in the Siberian wilderness; before we depart this planet together.
So far South African and/or International prosecutors, lawyers, magistrates, judges, politicians
and Oklahoma City bombing prosecutors and counsel refuse to confirm with President Bush
and/or Governor Gray Davis that Timothy McVeigh’s execution was faked; so I have been
unable to find out whether the terms of his faked execution allow for me to physically spend two
years with Timothy McVeigh off grid in a little village in the Siberian wilderness; before we
depart this planet together.
If you or your fuck honour political party leaders are willing to confirm with President Bush
and/or Governor Gray Davis that Timothy McVeigh’s execution was faked; and find out whether
the terms of Timothy McVeigh’s faked execution allow for me to physically spend two years with
Timothy McVeigh off grid in a little village in the Siberian wilderness; before we depart this
planet together; then we can expedite your desire for my departure from this planet; so I don’t’
consume any more of your or your fuck honour political party’s oxygen.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

BCC: GMC 4643-13: Lara Johnstone et al v Brad Blanton et al:
Applicants: Vice Admiral Nanette Derenzi: US Navy Judge Advocate General co: Knowledge
and Information Services JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc; VADM Dennis McGinn via CNA Military
Advisory Board Members: US Army: Gen Paul Kern; Army: F.Ch.Staff: Gen Gordon Sullivan;
US EU Command: F.Dep.Comm: Gen. Charles Chuck Wald; Amb Patrick Gaspard: US EmbPta; Timothy McVeigh; via DOJ-NSD Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco: RE: Timothy McVeigh; NSA:
Gen Keith Alexander; Erik Prince via GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe; Michigan Republicans: Sam
Bissell; President Vladimir Putin via Kremlin Press Office; Amb Mikhail Petrakov: RU EmbPta; David Petraeus; Stan McChrystal; Ray O’Dierno & John Mulholland co Office of the
Deputy Chief of Staff; Observers: Judge Jay Bybee; David Coombs Office; Zbigniew Brzezinski;
Major General Dana Pittard; Major General Herbert Raymond McMaster; John W. Whitehead;
Donald Rumsfeld; USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn; Supreme Court
Justices via DoJ: SupremeCtBriefs; Holy See in London – Nuntius; Grand Lodge of TX: Grand
Secretary; Arif Hasan Akhundzada; USMC General Mattis via Dep Comm: Col James Clark:
Camp Lejeune Marine Corps Base.

EoP responses to (i) Silver Square Lodge #791: Eli Elihu; (ii) English Democrats: Steve
Uncles; to be published at Practicing Radical Honoursty [EoP | WiP]; including PRH
Update.

[..]

From: Lara Johnstone | To: ICC Judges [PDF]; Kampala: GIPA & UN-LI [PDF]; Req Asst
Counsel [PDF];
CC: EoP Applicants [PDF]; EoP Axis: IL Coercion [PDF]
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2016 10:42 PM
Subject: ICC Judges, GIPA; UN-LI; Req Asst Counsel; Re: NSA & FSB: EoP SF44 Obs Int WRT: US v
ABundy; US v SM Hamzeh; US v IronOrder/Mongols: TT: EJ Phelps: Elias Lara

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2016 10:42 PM
To: 'Intnl Criminal Court'; 'Head of Public Affairs: Fadi El Abdallah'; 'Public Affairs Unit'; 'Office of the
Prosecutor'; 'GIPA: Benjamin & Donald M Ferencz'; 'Joern Oliver Eiermann'; 'Rene Holbach'; 'Amb Asst:
Martina Reisner'; 'Comm: Rudolfo Bautista'; 'Wesley Miller'; 'Judge James Gray'; 'Horst Mahler Sylvia
Stoltz via Prof Dr Frank Arloth'; 'Daniel Kettiger: Kettiger Law Solutions'; 'Center of Competence for Public
Management'; 'Katya Komisaruk'; 'Ivan Pavlov'; 'Mahesh Chandra Mehta'; 'Justice Ngcobo via Lynette
Bios'; 'John Echohawk'; 'Luis Moreno Ocampo'; 'Luis Moreno Ocampo'; 'Judge C G Weeramantry'
Cc: 'JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc'; 'Gen Paul Kern'; 'Gen Gordon Sullivan'; 'Gen. Charles Chuck Wald'; 'US
Amb in Pretoria: Amb Patrick Gaspard'; 'Timothy McVeigh'; 'DOJ-NSD Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco: RE:
Timothy McVeigh'; 'NSA: Gen Keith Alexander'; 'Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group'; 'GOP: Brown Ellen –
Inhofe'; 'Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell'; 'President Vladimir Putin via Kremlin Press Office'; 'Amb
Mikhail Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta'; 'David Petraeus'; 'Raymond Odierno and John Mulholland via US Army
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff'; 'Stan McChrystal'; 'Brigadier General Steven Anderson'; 'Admiral
Bobby R. Inman U. S. Navy Ret.'; 'General Charles H. Jacoby Jr.'; 'General Joseph W. Ralston'; 'General
James Cartwright USMC Ret.'; 'Daniel William Christman'; 'Admiral Steve Abbot USN'; 'Robert Tyrer';
'James M Bodner'; 'Bruce McDonald'; 'Robert L. Grenier'; 'Andrew Holland'; 'Judith A. "Jami" Miscik';
'Jonathan Allen'; 'Daniel J Smith'; 'Ralph Schneider'; 'Starr Cooper'; 'Francis A Branch CIV OSD OUSD
INTEL'; 'Wilma J Atkins CIV US'; 'Lawrence Fowler C CIV US'; 'Thomas Moorman'; 'General Anthony
Charles Zinni USMC Ret.'; 'LtCol Thomas Brown USAF'; 'LtCol Emanuel Cohan USAF'; 'LtCol James C.
Bennett USAF'; 'Col Frank Battistelli'; 'LtCol Peter F. Olsen USAF'; 'Judge Jay Bybee: U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Ninth Circuit'; 'David Coombs Office'; 'Zbigniew Brzezinski'; 'Major General Dana Pittard'; 'Major
General Herbert Raymond McMaster'; 'John W. Whitehead'; 'Donald Rumsfeld'; 'USMC JCS: Dir Joint
Force Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn'; 'Supreme Court Justices via DoJ: SupremeCtBriefs'; 'Holy See in London
– Nuntius'; 'Grand Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary'; 'Arif Hasan Akhundzada'; 'USMC General Mattis via Dep
Comm: Col James Clark: Camp Lejeune Marine Corps Base'; 'PM Netanyaho'
Subject: ICC Judges, GIPA; UN-LI; Req Asst Counsel; Re: NSA & FSB: EoP SF44 Obs Int WRT: US v
ABundy; US v SM Hamzeh; US v IronOrder/Mongols: TT: EJ Phelps: Elias Lara

TO: ICC: Judge Silvia Fernández de Gurmendi
TO: Global Institute for the Prevention of Aggression
TO: Permanent Mission of Liechtenstein to the U.N.
TO: EoP PoW Applicants: Assistance of Counsel Requested
CC: EoP PoW Applicants, Observers & Back Up Applicants
CC: PM Benjamin Netanyahu
Pres: Judge Silvia Fernández de Gurmendi
VPres: Judges Joyce Aluoch & Kuniko Ozaki
International Criminal Court
Oude Waalsdorperweg 10
2597 AK, The Hague, The Netherlands

Intnl Criminal Court (pio@icc-cpi.int); Head of Public Affairs: Fadi El Abdallah (fadi.elabdallah@icc-cpi.int); Public Affairs Unit (PublicAffairs.Unit@icc-cpi.int); Office of the
Prosecutor (OTPNewsDesk@icc-cpi.int)
GIPA: Global Institute for the Prevention of Aggression:
Donald M Ferencz
Middlesex Univ School of Law
Center for Criminology
Manor Road Building, Manor Road, Oxford OX1 3UQ
GIPA: Benjamin & Donald M Ferencz (donferencz@aol.com)
Permanent Mission of Liechtenstein to the U.N.
633 Third Avenue, 27th Floor
New York, NY 10017 USA
Global Campaign for Ratification and Implementation of Kampala Amendments on Crime of
Aggression:
Advisors: Joern Oliver Eiermann (joern.eiermann@nyc.llv.li); Rene Holbach
(rene.holbach@nyc.llv.li); Amb Asst: Martina Reisner (martina.reisner@nyc.llv.li); Comm:
Rudolfo Bautista (rodolfo.bautista@nyc.llv.li)
EoP PoW Applicants: Assistance of Counsel Requested: No Response Yet Received:
Wesley Miller (wesleytmiller@comcast.net); Judge James Gray (jimpgray@sbcglobal.net);
Horst Mahler Sylvia Stoltz via Prof Dr Frank Arloth (poststelle@stmj.bayern.de); Daniel
Kettiger: Kettiger Law Solutions (info@kettiger.ch); Center of Competence for Public
Management (daniel.kettiger@kpm.unibe.ch); Katya Komisaruk
(justcause@lawcollective.org); Ivan Pavlov (ipavlov@svobodainfo.org); Mahesh Chandra
Mehta (mcmeftp@gmail.com); Justice Ngcobo via Lynette Bios (Bios@concourt.org.za); John
Echohawk (jechohawk@narf.org); Luis Moreno Ocampo
(Luis_Moreno_Ocampo@hks.harvard.edu); Luis Moreno Ocampo (lmorenoocampo@getnicklaw.com); Judge C G Weeramantry (Christie.Weeramantry@monash.edu).
EoP PoW Applicants & Observers:
Applicants: Vice Admiral Nanette Derenzi: via US Navy JAG: VADM James W Crawford III via
JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc (JAGIR@navy.mil); VADM Dennis McGinn via CNA Military Advisory
Board Members: US Army: Gen Paul Kern (pkern@cohengroup.net); Army: F.Ch.Staff: Gen
Gordon Sullivan (gsullivan@ausa.org); US EU Command: F.Dep.Comm: Gen. Charles Chuck
Wald (cwald@deloitte.com); US Amb in Pretoria: Amb Patrick Gaspard
(embassypretoria@state.gov); Timothy McVeigh (truthseeker2436577@yahoo.com); via DOJNSD Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco: RE: Timothy McVeigh (nsd.public@usdoj.gov); Copy to: NSA:
Gen Keith Alexander (KBalexanderLTG@nsa.gov); Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group
(info@fsgroup.com); Copy to: GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe (Ellen_Brown@inhofe.senate.gov);
Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell (SBissell@migop.org); President Vladimir Putin via Kremlin
Press Office (press_office@prpress.gov.ru); Copy to: Amb Mikhail Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta
(ruspospr@mweb.co.za); David Petraeus (david.petraeus@kkr.com); Raymond Odierno and John
Mulholland via US Army Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff (usarmy.pentagon.hqda-dcs-g1.mbx.command-programs@mail.mil); Stan McChrystal (stan@mcchrystalgroup.com).
Back Up Applicants: Brigadier General Steven Anderson (sanderson@gorelyant.com); Admiral
Bobby R. Inman U. S. Navy Ret. (inman@austin.utexas.edu); General Charles H. Jacoby Jr.
(Charles.Jacoby@northcom.mil); General Joseph W. Ralston (jralston@cohengroup.net); General
James Cartwright USMC Ret. (jcartwright@nobleenergyinc.com); Daniel William Christman
(DChristman@USChamber.com); Admiral Steve Abbot USN (Steve.Abbot@nmcrs.org); Robert

Tyrer (rtyrer@cohengroup.net); James M Bodner (jbodner@cohengroup.net); Bruce McDonald
(bmacdonald@usip.org); Thomas Reeve "Tom" Pickering (thomas.r.pickering@boeing.com);
Robert L. Grenier (rgrenier7@gmail.com); Andrew Holland
(aholland@americansecurityproject.org); Judith A. "Jami" Miscik (JMiscik@kissingerinc.com);
Jonathan Allen (allen_jonathan@bah.com); Daniel J Smith (dsmith@gorelyant.com); Ralph
Schneider (ralph@beckerusa.com); Starr Cooper (scooper@academi.com); Francis A Branch CIV
OSD OUSD INTEL (francis.a.branch.civ@mail.mil); Wilma J Atkins CIV US
(wilma.j.atkins.civ@mail.mil); Lawrence Fowler C CIV US (lawrence.c.fowler2.civ@mail.mil);
Thomas Moorman (moorman_thomas@bah.com); General Anthony Charles Zinni USMC Ret.
(fwaconsultants@gmail.com); LtCol Thomas Brown USAF (thomas.brown.6@us.af.mil); LtCol
Emanuel Cohan USAF (emanuel.cohan@us.af.mil); LtCol James C. Bennett USAF
(james.bennett@us.af.mil); Col Frank Battistelli (frank.battistelli@us.af.mil); LtCol Peter F.
Olsen USAF (peter.olsen@us.af.mil)
Observers: Judge Jay Bybee: U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit (jay.bybee@unlv.edu);
David Coombs Office (info@armycourtmartialdefense.com); Zbigniew Brzezinski
(ZBrzezinski@csis.org); Major General Dana Pittard (dana.j.pittard.mil@mail.mil); Major
General Herbert Raymond McMaster (herbert.r.mcmaster.mil@mail.mil); John W. Whitehead
(johnw@rutherford.org); Donald Rumsfeld (daniel@javelindc.com); USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force
Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn (george.flynn@mail.mil); Supreme Court Justices via DoJ:
SupremeCtBriefs (SupremeCtBriefs@usdoj.gov); Holy See in London – Nuntius
(Nuntius@globalnet.co.uk); Grand Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary (gs@grandsecretaryoftx.org);
Arif Hasan Akhundzada (arif.hasan.akhundzada@gmail.com); USMC General Mattis via Dep
Comm: Col James Clark: Camp Lejeune Marine Corps Base (hqmc.comrel@usmc.mil).
PM Netanyaho (pm_eng@pmo.gov.il)
Honourable Transparency copy of correspondence to PM Benjamin Netanyahu, Mossad, Shinbet
etc [PDF]; which refers to EoP Pro Se Applicant’s (a) efforts to Request Assistance of Counsel to
nonviolently implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract; (b) legal
suggestions for (i) where individuals who sincerely give a fuck about peace can file their ‘We
sincerely care about non-aggression’ Amicus court briefs; (ii) how to proceed if non-violent
options are obstructed by legal and/or civilian government officials.

_______________________________________
From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2016 3:08 PM
To: 'Benjamin Netanyahu'; 'Knesset'; 'Eitan Cabel'
Cc: 'Timothy McVeigh'; 'Kremlin Press Office'
Subject: EoP Axis IL Coercion: Re: NSA & FSB: EoP SF44 Obs Int WRT: US v ABundy; US v SM Hamzeh;
US v IronOrder/Mongols: TT: EJ Phelps: Elias Lara

Benjamin Netanyahu (pm_eng@pmo.gov.il); Knesset (feedback@knesset.gov.il); Eitan Cabel
(ecable@knesset.gov.il)
CC: Timothy McVeigh (truthseeker2436577@yahoo.com); Vladimir Putin via Kremlin Press
Office (press_office@prpress.gov.ru)
EoP Axis IL Coercion: Re: NSA & FSB: EoP SF44 Obs Int WRT: US v ABundy; US v SM
Hamzeh; US v IronOrder/Mongols: TT: EJ Phelps: Elias Lara

Re: NSA & FSB: EoP SF44 Obs Int WRT: US v ABundy; US v SM Hamzeh; US v
IronOrder/Mongols: 16-02-04_BibiNetanyahu-JerusalemSunset_HarneyCoSheriffUSHwy20collission_NWFront-LavoyFinicumRoddyMcCorleyBridgeToome [PNG]: Timothy
Truthseeker: 20 years after OKC Bombing; More Information from Eric Jon Phelps: “This will
be one of the most important events of the 21st century. I would choose Elias Lara; he fits”
[PNG].
The only people who appear to give a fuck about my sincerity and take me remotely seriously
are Timothy and Vladimir: To avoid wild speculation as to what my response would be to
Timothy’s aforementioned plausible deniable ambiguous suggestion; I share this ‘Lara response’
to provide Timothy and related individuals with my answer; to avoid wasting Timothy,
Vladimir, or my or any EoP Applicant -- concerned about these Ecology of Peace v Masonic War
is Peace culture war issues -- time.

Lara should accept a job at the United Nations / UN Rule of Law Unit:
Thanks, but no thanks.
Generally speaking from my observations and reading: the only useful part of the United
Nations that has done some good and is capable of buck stops here decision-making since the
founding of the United Nations has been the UN Security Council.
The rest of the United Nations is worth less than the toxic shit generated by Rothschild’s Fuck
Honour rape the planet central banks.
I imagine there are only two individuals on the UN Security Council who would support the
conditions for me accepting a job at the United Nations: Russia and China.
My conditions: I’d fire every single fucking one of them. They would get two months wages; and
notice that the UN pension payments scheme shall be terminated within 6 months; whereupon
all pension payments shall cease. Only those willing to sign EoP Axis oaths would be even
considered for rehiring; which obviously would include fuck all pension schemes; because they
would be focused in their own personal lives; and in their professional lives about implementing
an Ecology of Peace international law social contract; which would include educating people
about how to implement Ecology of Peace local or family self sufficient communities; like the
Mosuo.
Russia and China know that if the United Nations implements such an EoP Axis firing policy;
they can support the UN and do the same with their entire civilian and military government
Russian and China workforce. Fire all those who refuse to sign an EoP Axis oath; nobody
without a signed EoP Axis oath is considered for an interview; let alone job. Enough of their
civilian and military force would responsibly consider EoP legal principles for the decision as
reasonable and logical; and sign EoP Axis oaths; and cooperate with government authorities to
amend their economy and military to EoP principles.
How Russia and China deal with fuck honour corrupt bankers: stick a bullet through their
skull; or publicly execute them: Killers Inc; China executes corrupt Hangzhou and Suzhou
officials; China Overwhelmingly Supports Death Penalty for Corrupt Officials; China executes
Ferrari-loving billionaire 'gangster'.

How Fuck honour America and Israel deal with fuck honour American and Jewish corrupt
bankers: clean their shitty nappies and give them a billion or trillion pacifier bailout; allow
dumbfuck bigot Nazi’s to overthrow Ukraine and put the American corporate cocksucking
Fortune 500 oligarchs in charge to rape Ukraine’s resources; overthrow Gaddafi cause he
refuses Rothschilds Kike Fuck Honour Rape the Planet central banking ponzi scheme in Libya:
Global Financial Meltdown; Research the other issues; Fuck honour media not interested in a
clear documentary detailing the info.
So: Thanks But no thanks. I wouldn’t accept a job at the -- pretend we give a fuck about all the
endless verbal diarrhea fucking crap the United Nations pretends to give a fuck about; while
doing sweet goddamn fuck all about abolishing the right to breed and consume with total
disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits clauses of the Masonic War is Peace
international law social contract – fuck honour rape the planet United Nations; if you stuck a
gun to my head.
EoP Axis: Il Coercion Sincerity or Fuck Honour Kike Bullshit the Public Relations:
It appears that Israel is not sincerely interested in EoP Axis Coercion options to implement an
Ecology of Peace international law social contract; all PM Netanyahu appears interested in; is
Bullshit the public relations image management campaign.
If I had been a member of Mike Herrera’s Mossad Ramzi Yousef Project Bojinka 11 September
WTC-Pentagon False Flag Attack team; I’d have suggested that they:


Explore non-violent options for implementing an Ecology of Peace international law
social contract.

Find a group of individuals to be plaintiffs; find lawyers willing to argue the case; and take it to
a national court; and then the international court.
If you can’t find Kike lawyers to argue the case; order your Ambassador in any country where
such cases are being fought by Pro Se applicants; to file an Amicus, informing the court that -Israel or the Mossad or the Shinbet; or -- whomever the fuck the kikes are who pretend they
give a fuck about Peace; supports the case to be heard, in accordance to the truth, the whole
truth and nothing but the truth, based upon the evidence, the whole evidence and nothing but
the evidence. List of courts where EoP arguments have been filed; where whomever the fuck the
kikes are who pretend they give a fuck about Peace; could have or still can file such Amicus
court briefs.
If the legal establishment and national and international courts prevent non-violent options for
the legal implementation of an Ecology of Peace international law social contract; and it is
determined that only a spectacular Harpers Ferry Utoya island massacre military necessity
event could generate a Human Factory Farming Slavery abolitionist legal conversation:



hijack a few more planes; and fly at least one of them into the goddamn New York
United Nations headquarters building; another into London’s Canary Wharf penis;
Hire a few more dope smoking Welsh Chris Rogers implosion experts; and rig UN and
Canary Wharf and whatever other buildings chosen; for demolition; and flatten them –
with the WTC Towers – on 11 September 2001.

Immediately after the attacks: Notify Interpol and the International Criminal Court:
Prosecutor:





of their willingness to nonviolently turn themselves in to Interpol;
confirm that they committed the attacks; their military necessity motivations: they are
John Brown like Human Factory Farming Slavery abolitionists who committed the
attacks based upon Military Necessity doctrine. They committed the attacks to abolish
human factory farming slavery enslavement. Put simply to abolish or amend the phallic
human sacrifice War is Peace ‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for
ecological carrying capacity limits’ foundation of our secular or theocratic – capitalist,
communist, libertarian, socialist, Christian, Muslim, Catholic, Buddhist, etc – religions
and national social contract constitutions; to engage in a legal discussion about options
to cooperate with national and international authorities to – hopefully nonviolently –
implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract that requires all the
worlds citizens from all races, classes, religions and cultures to procreate and consume
below ecological carrying capacity limits
They request a Military International Criminal Court Nuremberg like trial; with
military and civilian judges capable of hearing constructive criticism about the fuck up
that is their official or unofficial Masonic War is Peace cult social contract religion;
irrespective of whether they are the only John Brown like Human Factory Farming
Slavery abolitionists village idiots on the planet who has such heretical Ecology of Peace
anti-occult human factory farming beliefs, or whether there were only a handful of
supporters who support their heretical anti-occult human factory farming beliefs.

Make goddamn sure there is enough evidence clearly demonstrating the John Brown Like
Human Factory Farming Slavery abolitionist motives of the military necessity act; so that fuck
honour rape the planet Masonic resource thieving neoconservatives or neoliberals or
neolibertarians or neosocialists cannot hijack the event; to start an Fuck Honour Rape the
Planet divide and conquer Masonic oil or other form of resource thieving war.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: Lara Johnstone | To: Karen Marshall [PDF]
CC: ICC Pres Judge Silvia de Gurmendi [PDF]; Timothy McVeigh [PDF]; PM Netanyahu [PDF]
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2016 9:03 PM
Subject: Karen Marshall Re: GMC 5048-14: LJohnstone v C Johnstone & ICC: EoP PoW's –v– Nobel
Comm & Peace Laureates et al

From: Lara [mailto:jmcswan@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2016 9:03 PM
To: 'Karen Marshall'
Cc: 'Intnl Criminal Court'; 'Head of Public Affairs: Fadi El Abdallah'; 'Public Affairs Unit'; 'Office of the
Prosecutor'; 'Timothy McVeigh'; 'EoP Axis: Israel Prime Minister: Benjamin Netanyahu'
Subject: Karen Marshall Re: GMC 5048-14: LJohnstone v C Johnstone & ICC: EoP PoW's –v– Nobel
Comm & Peace Laureates et al

Karen Marshall (karmar@axxess.co.za)
Fynbos Garden Suite - Wilderness
Wilderness, Garden Route, Western Cape
Karen Marshall (karmar@axxess.co.za)
CC: ICC Pres: Judge Silvia Fernández de Gurmendi; Timothy McVeigh & EoP Axis Coercion:
PM Netanyahu.
Pres: Judge Silvia Fernández de Gurmendi
VPres: Judges Joyce Aluoch & Kuniko Ozaki
International Criminal Court
Oude Waalsdorperweg 10
2597 AK, The Hague
The Netherlands
Intnl Criminal Court (pio@icc-cpi.int); Head of Public Affairs: Fadi El Abdallah (fadi.elabdallah@icc-cpi.int); Public Affairs Unit (PublicAffairs.Unit@icc-cpi.int); Office of the
Prosecutor (OTPNewsDesk@icc-cpi.int)
CC: Timothy McVeigh (truthseeker2436577@yahoo.com); EoP Axis: Israel Prime Minister:
Benjamin Netanyahu (pm_eng@pmo.gov.il)
Karen Marshall Re: GMC 5048-14: LJohnstone v C Johnstone & ICC: EoP PoW's –v–
Nobel Comm & Peace Laureates et al
Summary:
My apologies for this email; if you can answer the questions herein; the matter can be resolved
between us civilly; out of court; resulting in you never having to receive any further
correspondence from me ever again.
If you wish to resolve these issues out of court; please let me know how much time you need to
go through the documents; to provide me with an answer to my questions.

If so: If you need time beyond 19 April 2016; I shall recommend to Clive that we agree to
postpone the proceedings until you have had enough time to consider the documentation and
provide us with your answers.
If you prefer to resolve the issues in court as a matter of transparency; I shall request a court
order to (a) be refunded the Sheriff’s service fees – as far as I recall they were R200,00; but may
have increased – and (b) appropriate funds; depending on your answers to the questions under:
Questions for Karen Marshall: Request for Mental Disorder Evidence Clarification
and/or Allegation Information.
A copy of all prior correspondence to you in this matter; is recorded in EoP Applicants:
Request Legal Assistance: Karen Marshall: [PDF]; which includes a copy of 29 December
2015 correspondence to International Criminal Court: Judge Silvia Fernandez de Gurmendi: Re:
EoP ICC Private Pros: EoP PoW's –v– Nobel Committee & Peace Laureates et al; which
refers to my correspondence with you; but which I did not copy you on; as per your 03 December
2015 request.

Questions for Karen Marshall:
Does Karen Marshall intend to put her ‘Lara Russia assisted suicide’ verbal legal advice to Clive
in (a) writing; or (b) withdraw it; or (c) provide Lara and Clive a reason for Karen’s refusal to
put her legal advice to Clive in writing?
If not: Would Karen prefer that Lara draw up another Amended Notice of Motion to be served
upon Karen; to ask Karen to provide Clive with her ‘Lara Russia assisted suicide’ and ‘send
Lara to a psychologist’ legal advice to Clive; as part of court proceedings?
Request for Mental Disorder Evidence Clarification and/or Allegation Information:
Regarding Karen’s ‘send Lara to a psychologist’ legal advice to Clive:
Lara Johnstone hereby requests the following information from Karen Marshall:
Do you Karen Marshall:
[1.1]
Deny you made any ‘mental disorder’ allegations about Lara; either to her face or
behind her back to Clive and/or Ann;
A.

Note: If you inform the court that you deny you made ‘mental disorder’ allegations
about Lara to her face; or behind her back; when in fact you did make ‘mental
disorder’ allegations to Lara or behind her back; you will be lying to the court under
oath; and if or when the court is provided with sufficient reasonable cause evidence
that you are or may be lying; the court can accuse you of perjury; and if sufficient
evidence exists of you lying to the court; the court can convict and sentence you for
perjury; which is a criminal offence.

or
[1.2]
Confirm, withdraw and apologize for the ‘mental disorder’ allegations you made about
Lara; either to her face or behind her back; when, where, to whom and why; and if so:

A.

Confirm means you admit to the court; in writing when and where and to whom you
made the mental disorder allegations against Lara;

B.

Withdraw and apologize means you withdraw the allegations which you have
confirmed you made; and you apologize for them in writing to (i) Lara and the court;
if you made the ‘mental disorder’ allegations to Lara to her face; (ii) the person to
whom you made the ‘mental disorder’ allegations about Lara; behind Lara’s back; and
the court; if you made the ‘mental disorder’ allegations about Lara; to someone else;
behind Lara’s back.

Or
[1.3]

Confirm and Stand by your ‘mental disorder’ allegations against Lara:

A.

Confirm means you admit to the court; in writing when and where and to whom you
made the mental disorder allegations against Lara;

B.

Stand by means you stand by your ‘mental disorder’ allegations and you consent to
providing the court with your ‘mental disorder’ evidence:

C.

If so:
a.
b.

D.

provide Lara and the court with your ‘mental disorder’ legal definition;
and evidence in support of such definition;
if you made the allegation to Lara’s face; and she requested you to
provide her with your ‘mental disorder’ legal definition and evidence;
include your legal reasons for refusing to provide Lara with your ‘mental
disorder’ legal definition and evidence

Please Note:
a.
If the magistrate considers your ‘mental disorder’ evidence to be
scientifically based and consequently your psychological counseling
remedy to be a universally applicable remedy to all cultures, religions,
classes and/or races of all nations; including members of the Radical
Honoursty Ecology of Peace culture; Lara is willing to see a psychologist
if you can find one that confirms to the court that (i) s/he legally
recognizes Ecology of Peace Factual Reality; (ii) provides the court with
her/his legal definition for ‘mental disorder’; (iii) agrees to tape record
all interviews and meetings for the court to confirm that the
psychologists/psychiatrists report to the court was based upon active
listening: i.e. accurate interpretation of Lara’s statements. As of date
Lara has been unable to find any psychologist willing to recognize
Ecology of Peace Factual Reality [PDF]
b.

If you cannot find any psychologist who legally recognizes Ecology of
Peace Factual Reality as accurate; you may find any psychologist who
considers any principle upon which Ecology of Peace Factual reality is
founded to be evidentiary flawed; to provide Lara and the court with
their evidence; in support of their allegation that Ecology of Peace
Factual Reality principles are flawed or inaccurate. If such psychologist
provides such evidence proving any Ecology of Peace Factual Reality
principle as flawed or inaccurate; Lara shall amend such principle

and/or apologize; as necessary and reasonable; based upon the evidence
provided to her and the court.
c.

E.

If the magistrate considers your ‘mental disorder’ evidence to be (i)
insufficient and/or unreasonable; (ii) not scientifically based; and/or
consequently not universally applicable to persons from all races,
classes, cultures or religions; including members of the Radical
Honoursty Ecology of Peace culture; (iii) negligent or maliciously
motivated; (iv) the magistrate may issue an order for damages for
defaming the psychological integrity of Lara Johnstone.

Ecology of Peace Facts Reality being: (a) Earth is not flat; (b) Earth renewable and
non-renewable resources are finite; (c) When humans breed or consume above
ecological carrying capacity limits, it results in resource conflict; (d) To sustainably
protect and conserve natural resources in accordance to local and national carrying
capacity limits; and restrict national and international inter-cultural, racial and
religious resource war conflict; humans must reform and/or abolish the Masonic War
is Peace international law social contract; and cooperate to implement an Ecology of
Peace international law social contract that restricts all the worlds citizens, from all
races, religions and classes; to breed and consume below ecological carrying capacity
limits.

A copy of this correspondence shall be recorded in: (i) EoP Applicants: Timothy McVeigh [PDF];
(ii) Request Legal Assistance: Karen Marshall: [PDF]; ICC Judges [PDF]; (iii) EoP Axis: IL
Coercion [PDF].
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA

___________________________________________________
EoP v WiP NWO negotiations background information; if required or useful:
With regard to Karen Marshall’s refusal to put her verbal legal advice to Clive Johnstone in
writing:
GMC 5048-14: Lara Johnstone v Clive Johnstone Summary Update:
03 December 2015 to 19 January 2016:
After Karen Marshall refused to put her legal advice to Clive in writing [PDF]; and refused to
(a) withdraw her legal advice to Clive; or (b) provide Clive a reason for her refusal to put her
legal advice to Clive in writing; Lara drew up an Amended Notice of Motion to file before the 19
January date.
The Amended Notice of Motion included Karen Marshall as a respondent; and asked Karen
Marshall (a) to provide Clive with her legal advice in writing as part of court proceedings; or (b)

withdraw her legal advice to Clive; or (c) provide a reason for her refusal to put her legal advice
to Clive in writing.
At the same time Lara was drawing up the Karen Marshall Amended Notice of Motion Lara
was informed by MWeb of the repeated possible threshold choke hacking of the Johnstone
MWeb account: JMCSWAN.
Lara contacted MWeb Technical Department and MWeb Board of Directors Legal Counsel:
Richard de La Harpe [PDF]; to inform them of the possible hacking; and that it was Lara’s
working hypothesis conclusion that the hacking was done by Russian and American military
intelligence; more specifically: someone at the NSA and/or FSB; and Lara’s working hypothesis
conclusion as to their motives for the hacking.
During Lara’s correspondence with MWeb; (i) two of MWeb’s cables to Europe went down on the
same day at the same time; an extremely unusual coincidence; according to them; and (ii) Lara’s
computer was again hacked; and this time the Karen Marshall Amended Notice of Motion; that
Lara had drawn up to file to the court; in Lara Johnstone v Clive Johnstone case had been
remotely deleted from Lara’s computer.
Lara informed Clive that the Amended Notice of Motion had been hacked and deleted from her
computer.
Clive and Lara then agreed in writing to postpone their court set down date of 19 January to 19
February 2016; to decide whether Lara should (a) file an Amended Notice of Motion with a new
court setdown date; to enable the resolution of any one or all of the -- ‘mental disorder’;
‘McVeigh faked execution’ and ‘Russia assisted suicide’ -- issues in dispute between Clive and
Lara; or (b) alternatively Lara could withdraw the application; if Clive would provide Lara with
the R200.00 that it cost Lara to serve the application; to attempt to resolve the issues in dispute
with Clive.
Lara suggested that she attempt to contact Unashamedly Ethical; to find out whether they
provide alternative dispute resolution services; and if so; it would be less formal than court
proceedings; and give Clive the opportunity to formulate his working hypothesis legal position.
Lara and Clive agreed to postpone the set down date for court hearing of 19 January to 19 April
2016.
19 January 2016 to Present:
Lara contacted Unashamedly Ethical about dispute resolution; and was ignored by
Unashamedly Ethical Administrator and Ombudsman.
Lara then filed a complaint with the Unashamedly Ethical Ombudsman; who refused to accept
it.
Lara then notified South Africa, Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Australia & New Zealand
Police: Unashamedly Ethical Fraud Complaint.
On the morning of 21 March 2016; Lara noticed another hack; this time to the online htlm
version of Ecology of Peace v Masonic War is Peace New World Order Negotiations Comments
Correspondence: EoP v WiP Comments Corr: 26 Jan: Culture Change. The original PDF had not
been hacked.

21 March Hacking Working Hypothesis Conclusions to FSB: Gen Bortnikov and NSA
Adm Rogers:
Lara then emailed FSB: Gen Bortnikov & NSA: Adm Mike Rogers; about Lara’s working
hypothesis conclusion interpretation as to why someone at the NSA and/or FSB may have
hacked her online publication of the EoP correspondence to Culture Change: Jan Lundgren.
[Transcript copy of correspondence to FSB & NSA PDF → Summary PDF → Sent: 21 March
2016 5:20 PM: Subject: EoP Obs & Admin Notice: Re: NSA-FSB Hack of Tall Ships & Culture
Change to EoP Honour Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics?]
As noted one sentence of the hacked correspondence states: “Put simply: unlike Arthur
Edens and Michael Clayton – they are in total denial that they are Sheva the legal cryptic gods
of death”.
The movie Michael Clayton is about a corporate lawyer: Arthur Edens; who is one of America’s
best corporate lawyers. One day he has a sudden revelation; sort of like Paul when he became
Saul, or was it Saul became Paul; in the Bible. At the time that he has this revelation; he is the
top lawyer for the biggest agricultural GMO corporation on the planet; that is destroying small
organic family farms to replace them with massive industrial toxic agriculture farms. He
decides to expose the corrupt lawyers and corrupt corporations. The corrupt corporations and
lawyers try to use his best friend: Michael Clayton to accuse him of insanity and to have him
institutionalized; so that they can silence him. However Arthur knows more about psychology
as it relates to the law than they do; so they can’t manage to get him institutionalized. They
then decide that they have to assassinate him to shut him up. The corrupt lawyer who orders
the assassination of Arthur; is a woman named Karen. After Arthur is assassinated; his friend
Michael Clayton; goes to his brother who is a police officer; and asks him for his help; to expose
Karen and her ordering the murder of Arthur.
What Lara Does Not Know:
Lara does not know if the NSA and/or FSB Hacker’s hacking inclusion of the “Put simply:
unlike Arthur Edens and Michael Clayton – they are in total denial that they are Sheva the
legal cryptic gods of death”; sentence; was a cryptic or indirect implication of Karen Marshall’s
underlying motives for Karen’s verbal legal advice to Clive.
Lara Perspective on Military and Civilian Crypto speak psycho-babble:
Lara is not into cryptic psycho-babble whether legal, academic, psycho-babble, or religious. Lara
is not into military cryptic gods of death speak.
If Lara ever would consider cryptic speak necessary; Lara would consider nuclear submarine
commanders military crypto speak the most useful; because of nuclear submarine commanders
concern that their crypto speak be 100% clear; leaving absolutely no room for any
misinterpretation. See for example the movie: Crimson Tide: excerpt: Who is the Enemy?.
Consider with regard to Shinbet Generals call for peace.
If or where Lara think’s someone may have EoP motivations; and speaks in legal crypto speak
or military crypto Gods of Death speak; Lara has been willing to cooperate with such
individuals; to attempt to help them to clarify their cryptic gods of death message into more

simple village idiot language. However until Lara’s interpretation of their military crypto Gods
of death is confirmed by them as accurate; it is not a fact; and is simply Lara’s interpretation;
which could be anything from partially to entirely correct or incorrect. Transcript of Lara’s
correspondence to NSA & FSB to attempt to confirm Lara’s interpretations of their military
crypto Gods of Death messages can be found in FSB & NSA [PDF].
If or where Lara think’s someone may have EoP motivations; and speaks in legal crypto speak
or military crypto Gods of Death speak; Lara has been willing to cooperate with such
individuals; to attempt to help them to clarify their cryptic gods of death message into more
simple village idiot language. If or where Lara thinks the person does not have EoP
motivations; or that their alleged EoP motivations are not sincere; Lara has refused to cooperate
with such persons; and informed them she would not be offended if they wanted her removed
from the planet; they are welcome to remove her from the planet; as long as it is done quickly,
and humanely.
The only reason Lara is still on this hellhole of a planet; is because she is waiting for President
George Bush to make up his mind about what the terms of agreement were for the faked
execution of Timothy McVeigh. If those terms of agreement allow for Lara to physically spend
time with Timothy McVeigh; Lara shall wait for such time; and do whatever she can to help to
make that a reality. If the terms of agreement do not allow for Lara to physically spend time
with Timothy McVeigh before she departs this planet; then the sooner she is informed of such
reality; the sooner she can confront it.
Lara prefers and practice’s buck stops here simple village idiot speak.
What Lara Does Know:
Lara has repeatedly requested Karen Marshall (a) to provide Clive with her legal advice in
writing as part of court proceedings; or (b) withdraw her legal advice to Clive; or (c) provide
Lara with a reason for Karen’s refusal to put her legal advice to Clive in writing.
After Karen Marshall refused to put her legal advice to Clive in writing [PDF]; and refused to
(a) withdraw her legal advice to Clive; or (b) provide Clive a reason for her refusal to put her
legal advice to Clive in writing; Lara drew up an Amended Notice of Motion to file before the 19
January date.
The Amended Notice of Motion included Karen Marshall as a respondent; and asked Karen
Marshall (a) to provide Clive with her legal advice in writing as part of court proceedings; or (b)
withdraw her legal advice to Clive; or (c) provide a reason for her refusal to put her legal advice
to Clive in writing.
At the same time Lara was drawing up the Karen Marshall Amended Notice of Motion Lara
was informed by MWeb of the repeated possible threshold choke hacking of the Johnstone
MWeb account: JMCSWAN.
Lara contacted MWeb Technical Department and MWeb Board of Directors Legal Counsel:
Richard de La Harpe [PDF]; to inform them of the possible hacking; and that it was Lara’s
working hypothesis conclusion that the hacking was done by Russian and American military
intelligence; more specifically: someone at the NSA and/or FSB; and Lara’s working hypothesis
conclusion as to their motives for the hacking.

During Lara’s correspondence with MWeb; Lara’s computer was again hacked; and this time the
Karen Marshall Amended Notice of Motion; that Lara had drawn up to file to the court; in Lara
Johnstone v Clive Johnstone case had been remotely deleted from Lara’s computer.
Previous Hacking Events of Lara’s computer that deleted document/s:
Lara’s computer was hacked in 2001 when she was in America; at the time of Timothy
McVeigh’s impending execution. Lara had drawn up a proposal for Timothy McVeigh and
President Bush’s consideration. The document was remotely deleted from Lara’s computer;
before she could complete it; and submit it to Timothy McVeigh and President George W. Bush.
A summary of the contents of that proposal to Timothy McVeigh and President George W Bush
can be found in 06 November 2015 correspondence; Subject: Timothy J McVeigh: Formal
Apology: Re: Fraud of Radical Honesty Cult; copies of which can be found in: Ecology of
Peace culture correspondence regarding the Oklahoma City Bombing and the faked
execution of Timothy James McVeigh [PDF]: 05: GMC 4643-13 applicant/s
correspondence to and from USA, Canada, UK & RSA Police: Re: Filing of Fraud
Charges against Brad Blanton, Radical Honesty Enterprises & Trainers [PDF].
Summary of Lara’s Working Hypothesis Conclusions Re: Military Cryptic Gods of
Death Psychotronic Manipulation of Clive Johnstone GI Bleeding Attack; and
involvement in pneumonia death of Malcolm Cummins:
19 June Death of Malcolm Cummins:
On 11 July 2015 Clive and Ann Johnstone went to Upstairs at Harry’s for a drink. There they
saw Jana Cummins and informed Jana of their sympathy for the death of Jana’s husband:
Malcolm Cummins; who had died on 19 June 2015. In their discussion with Jana, Jana
informed Clive and Ann that she had received a strange letter from Lara; and asked if Lara was
okay. Clive and Ann interpreted Jana’s statement as ‘Is Lara insane; or is she crazy; or a
similar implication’.
Summary of 19 June to 11 July events relating to Jana Cummins:
Sometime between 19 June 2015 and 24 June 2015 Ann had informed Lara that Malcolm
Cummins had died. On 25 June 2015 the George Herald published an obituary for Malcolm
Cummins. Lara asked Clive and Ann for a copy of the George Herald Malcolm Cummins
obituary page; and Clive and Ann informed Lara that Ann had used it to wrap the green
avocados. On 04 July 2015 Lara SMS’d Jana Cummins to inform her that she had information
that indicated a plausible working hypothesis theory that Malcolm’s death may not have been
accidental. Lara could not get her cellphone to work to send an SMS; so eventually telephoned
Jana. Jana responded stating that she had suspicions about Malcolm’s death; and informed
Lara she would SMS her the Upstairs at Harry’s email address. Jana and Lara discussed how
Jana was coping and whether there was anything Lara could do to help Jana through this
difficult experience. Jana said she was okay, when she gets depressed or sad; she and the kids
go home; put on a dancing CD and dance their depression away. On 04 July 2015 at 20:41 hrs
Lara emailed Wilderness Captain Warrant Officer Boshoff to inform him of her suspicions of the
19 June Possible Murder of Upstairs at Harrys Owner & Manager: Malcolm Cummins. The next

day Jana sent Lara the email with Upstairs at Harry’s email address. On 05 July 2015 at 14:18
hrs, Lara sent Jana a copy of the email she had sent to Warrant Officer Boshoff.
Ann and Clive informed Lara that they were very angry about the letter Lara had written to
Jana Cummins; because it had upset Jana; and demanded that Lara; send them a copy of the
letter. Lara asked Clive and Ann exactly what had Jana said that Lara had said that upset
Jana; but Clive and Ann refused to inform Lara. Lara suggested that it was possible that Clive
and Ann’s anger emotions at Lara were being psychotronically manipulated; using the same
psychotronic technology that Lara had informed Warrant Officer Boshoff may have been used to
manipulate the bodily functions of Malcolm Cummins to create the impression that he had died
of pneumonia. Clive Johnstone screamed at Lara ‘that’s nonsense’ or something similar and told
Lara to get out of the kitchen. Lara went back to her room.
On 11 July 2015 at 17:32 hrs Lara sent an email to: Clive and Ann Johnstone and Jana
Cummins. Subject: Clive & Ann Johnstone & Jana Cummins: RE: 05 July 2015 letter to Jana
Cummins; Re: 04 July Letter to SAPS: Capt Boshoff. The email provides a very brief summary
of events; because Clive does not like reading any email that contains written text of more than
two or three paragraphs, one page maximum.

12 July 2015: Lara and Tim work on EoP response to the American Psychological
Association Hoffman Report:
On 12 July 2015 at 13:53 hrs Lara emailed the American Psychology Association Board of
Directors and David Hoffman: Subject: Hoffman APA Review Report: Sincere Problem Solving
focus; or Bullshit the Public Relations event?
The American Psychological Association contracted lawyer David Hoffman to investigate
whether a group of psychologists led by James Mitchell and Bruce Jessen who were members of
the APA; who were involved in various ‘War on Terror torture practices’; such as: waterboarding
were involved in ‘unethical practices.’
After the September 11 attacks, the CIA asked James Mitchell to develop an interrogation
program to help interrogators to effectively interrogate Al-Qaeda terrorists who were resisting
interrogation. Put simply: the CIA wanted to know if Jessen could teach their interrogators to
know when one of the terrorists they were interrogating sincerely did not know any question
posed to the terrorist; or when the terrorist was hiding or withholding information; by
pretending not to know answers to questions from the interrogator. James Mitchell had been a
psychologist in the Air Force. In 1988 he became the chief of psychology at the Air Force
survival school at Fairchild Air Force Base in Spokane, Washington. Mitchell Survival, Evasion,
Resistance and Escape (SERE) training taught American soldiers psychological evasive
techniques for how to survive torture if they were captured by AlQaeda and AlQaeda decided to
torture them to get military classified information. Interrogation procedures consisted of the
interrogator and terrorist suspect meeting in an interrogation room; where they engaged in a
question and answer discussion. If the terrorist cooperated and answered all the interrogators
questions as honestly and clearly the interrogation was totally cordial and nonviolent.
Enhanced interrogation torture techniques were only used if (a) the terrorist refused to
cooperate by refusing to answer questions or (b) used evasive psychological techniques to avoid
answering questions; as confirmed by a psychologist as symptoms of evasive techniques used by
soldiers to avoid answering questions.

The enhanced interrogation techniques included prolonged stress positions, hooding, subjection
to deafening noise, sleep deprivation to the point of hallucination, deprivation of food, drink,
and withholding medical care for wounds; waterboarding, walling, nakedness, subjection to
extreme cold, confinement in small coffin-like boxes, and repeated slapping or beating.
Interrogators were restricted to conducting the enhanced interrogation according to Judge Jay
Bybee’s Torture Memo’s wherein he clearly defined the lawfully approved ‘enhanced
interrogation techniques’.
There are neurological biological similarities between waterboarding and psychotronic
manipulation of brain messages to the body. In waterboarding the interrogator physically
restricts the body being tortured from receiving messages from the brain for a period of time
ranging from 10 to 40 seconds; by restricting the brains access to oxygen; by covering the beings
nose with water. In psychotronic manipulation of brain messages to the body; the brain EMF
frequencies are manipulated by shutting them down for a period of time ranging from 10 to 40
seconds; by psychotronically restricting the brain from sending ‘continue doing your work to
allow the body to survive’ messages to the necessary body parts.
Judge Jay Bybee and the CIA's definition of waterboarding is as follows: “In this procedure, the
individual is bound securely to an inclined bench, which is approximately four feet by seven
feet. The individual's feet are generally elevated. A cloth is placed over the forehead and eyes.
Water is then applied to the cloth in a controlled manner. As this is done, the cloth is lowered
until it covers both the nose and mouth. Once the cloth is saturated and completely covers the
mouth and nose, air flow is slightly restricted for 20 to 40 seconds due to the presence of the
cloth... During those 20 to 40 seconds, water is continuously applied from a height of twelve to
twenty-four inches. After this period, the cloth is lifted, and the individual is allowed to breathe
unimpeded for three or four full breaths... The procedure may then be repeated. The water is
usually applied from a canteen cup or small watering can with a spout... [The CIA has] ...
informed [Judge Bybee] that it is likely that this procedure would not last more than twenty
minutes in any one application.”
In this interview James Mitchell describes psychologists use of waterboarding as a torture
interrogation technique to encourage terrorists to change their minds; and start answering the
interrogators questions. In this interview Mitchell answers questions as to his motive for
getting involved in enhanced interrogation techniques. In Covert Operations of the NSA John St
Clair Akwei; a former NSA employee describes how the NSA can psychotronically manipulate
the thoughts and bodily functions of any individual on the planet. Put differently; the NSA or
any other nations intelligence agencies; such as Britain’s MI6, or Russia’s FSB/KGB; or Israel’s
Mossad; can remotely manipulate the thoughts of any one or more persons; and/or kill any one
or more persons; by psychotronically shutting off the brain’s signals to the heart; lungs, etc to
‘survive and continue living’. They can also remotely by psychotronics manipulate internal
organs in the body; such as induce a heart attack or stroke, pull a tendon or muscle; fill the
lungs with water to induce pneumonia; and aggravate an already inflamed intestine to activate
an gastrointestinal bleeding attack.
A copy of the Covert Operations of the NSA document is filed in three court proceedings: (i)
John St Clair Akwei vs National Security Agency: Ft George G. Meade, MD, USA (Civil Action
92-0449); (ii) State v Lara Johnstone about the 18 June 2002 PW Airport bomb threat made via
the George Herald; (iii) GMC 2578-14: Lara Johnstone v Frode and Talitha Moe.
Mitchell was later reported to have personally waterboarded Khalid Sheikh Mohammed.

On 12 July 2015: the day before Clive’s collapse Lara wrote the following about collapse in her
email to the American Psychological Association: “I have not read your entire report only
perused it and did some keyword searches; because I am not sure whether the APA’s motives to
ask you to review these issues is remotely sincere in terms of [..] ‘ethics’ or ‘sincere problem
solving’ of national security related matters. As Michael Ruppert [Collapse & Apocalypse Man]
would say: What do you want?”.

Clive Johnstone’s Gastrointestinal bleeding – GI bleeding - collapse on 13 July 2015:
Summary: On the evening of 13 July 2015, at approximately 20:00 hrs Clive collapsed. He was
revived by Ann and Lara; and taken to the mediclinic by Ann; where he was admitted to ICU. A
doctor subsequently diagnosed his collapse as Gastrointestinal bleed aka GI bleed; from
overconsumption of pain and anti-inflammatory pills.
Events prior to Clive’s collapse: Clive came home from golf, made himself a pizza with avocado
slicing on top. Clive then watched golf and had a hot chocolate. Clive then read his emails;
which included an email from Lara. Clive then went back to the living room where Clive
informed Ann that he was upset about the email Clive had received from Lara. Clive sat down
and Ann later informed the rest of the Johnstone family on the private Johnstone Family group
page; what happened to Clive with among others ‘Papa gave us a big fright and collapsed’.
Detailed description of ‘Pa gave us a big fright and collapsed’ as experienced by Lara:
Lara heard Ann screaming Lara’s name. At the time of hearing Ann scream; Lara was just
about to read an article on Sputnik about a pineapple farmer. More specifically the article was
about the Kremlin deciding to protect Russia’s maritime borders with little yellow submarine’s
that look like pineapples.
Lara immediately stopped reading when she heard Ann screaming Lara’s name; got up ran into
the house.
When Lara got into the house she saw Clive sitting with his back to her on a chair in the living
room infront of the television. Ann was holding his head. Ann was speaking to Clive in
Afrikaans saying ‘Its okay my husband, I am here next to you; I love you; God loves you’. She
was also praying. Lara asked what was going on: Ann said ‘Papa’s dying’.
Lara went forward to help. She went to stand infront of Clive and held his hand on his legs
listening to Ann talk to Clive and praying. Clive was sitting in the chair as if all his muscles had
gone limp; his head back; held by ma; and his face, shirt and pants covered in vomit and big
black lumps of something: about the size of a thumb.
For a while Clive did not appear to be breathing; his eyes had rolled back into his head; dribble
kept coming out of his mouth, and he appeared to be unconscious. Ann and Lara remained next
to him, and Ann continued to hold Clive’s head up to keep his throat clear; so he could breath
and did not choke on the vomit. Ann continued to talk to Clive and God; while Lara remained
silent; holding Clives hand.

After a few seconds or minutes – time period unknown to Lara -- Clive appeared to start
breathing again and energy appeared to return to his muscles; his eyes slowly returned from
being rolled back into his head, indicating that he was conscious.
Clive later Ann that he could not remember what had happened to him, indicating that he had
not been conscious during the collapse experience.
Ann told Lara to get a bucket; in case Clive vomited again; and to bring some towels to help to
clean Clive up. Clive was conscious but weak. Lara went to fetch buckets and towels. Ann
cleaned Clive and Lara helped her. After Clive had recovered enough energy to stand; Ann
helped to undress to his underwear to get rid of all the puke and blood covered clothing; and to
help him to slowly walk to the bedroom where she helped him to lie down.
Ann told Lara to get Clives dirty clothes from the buckets; and find some of the big black pieces
of stuff that Clive had vomited out; put it in a small container so that Ann could give it to a
doctor. Ann explained to Lara that she had said to Lara that ‘Papas dying’ because Clive was
displaying the symptoms of what it looks like when someone is dying; that she had seen when
other people were dying; when she was a nurse; working in a hospital. Specifically she
mentioned how his eyes rolled back, all the muscles in his body relaxed as if they were no longer
in contact with the brain; and discharge occurred from all orifices.
Ann and Lara thought that it would be better for Clive to go to the hospital; but Clive said he
was okay; and just wanted to rest. Ann and Lara cleaned up the living room; kept on checking
on Clive. Ann said Clive seemed okay and they should let him rest. Lara went to her room;
where she lay down on her bed; reflecting on what had just happened with Clive.
A short while later Graeme and Hillary called. Hillary and/or Graeme had read Ann’s posting
on the private Johnstone family Facebook group; where the Johnstone family share postings.
Hillary and Graeme also suggested that Clive should be taken to the hospital. Ann decided to
take Clive to the Mediclinic; and Lara offered to go with; stating that if Clive was admitted; and
if he had a stroke or it was to be his last hours alive; she did not want him to die alone in the
hospital room. She wanted him to know someone he knew was there next to him holding his
hand during his last hours. Ann took Clive to the Medi-clinic; where he was admitted, and
placed into Intensive Care Unit. Ann came home and informed Lara she could not go and sit
with Clive in hospital because he had been admitted into Intensive Care Unit; and they don’t
allow people to sit with family; so that the patients do not have to die alone.
14 July 2015:
Ann went to visit Clive in hospital. She returned saying Clive had been seen by a sweet doctor
with a limp. The doctor said Clive had gastrointestinal bleeding also known as GI bleeding; but
that they needed to do more tests. He would need to remain in ICU while they checked his poop
for blood to see if or when the bleeding had stopped.

Lara Observations of a few possibly psychotronic Military Gods of Death cryptic
Coincidence’s:
Military Cryptic Code and/or Twilight Language:

Cryptic communications occur everywhere from Joshua and Rahab’s cryptic red cord/rope
hanging from her window enabling the capture of Jericho in the Bible to Masonic War is Peace
‘rule of law’ Constitutional Court Judgements reliance on hidden – to the average layman –
stare decisis rulings.
Examples of ‘impossible coincidence’ Global War on Terror Cryptic Messages:
Peter Power and London Bombings:
On the morning of the 7 July 2005 London bombings: Peter Power, a former Anti-Terrorist
Branch Metropolitan police officer and "crisis management specialist" informed a television
news report that he was involved in a fictional drill for a client – later revealed as publisher and
backer of the UK's largest arms fair: Reed Elsevier – “based on simultaneous bombs going off
precisely at the railway stations where it happened this morning”. In an interview he gave to
the Manchester Evening News he spoke of "an exercise involving mock broadcasts when it
happened for real".
According to 7/7 Ripple Effect the probability of 7/7/2005 drill and attack coinciding without
being planned to coincide in a 10 year period, is one chance in
3,715,592,613,265,750,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000.
La Loche Saskatchewan: One 17 Yr old Male kills 4, wounds 7, allegedly arrested at 01:47 pm:
La Loche Saskatchewan Shooting: On 22 January 2016, a 17 year old male, killed four -- his two
cousins at their home; and two teachers at his school -- and injured seven [Numbers: 17.1.4.7].
He was charged with one charge of unauthorized possession of a firearm; four murder charges;
and 7 charges of assault [Numbers.1.4.7]. Allegedly he was arrested at: 01:47 pm [Numbers:
1.4.7]. He is a member of the Clearwater River Dene nation; a Canadian Native American tribe;
with high suicide rates; who was frequently bullied for his allegedly big ears. I do not know
what the probability is for an individual to commit 1.4.7 criminal acts; resulting in 1.4.7
numerical charges; and of such person being arrested at the exact same 1.47 time.

PNG: Dr. Len Horowitz representation of Solfeggio Scale & Devils Tone | Phi / Pie | Main Six Solfeggio Frequencies |
Masaru Emoto: Hidden Messages in Water 19 April 2004 presentation in Portland Oregon.

According to Dr. Len Horowitz’s interpretation of the Solfeggio scale; the number 639; which is
between 528 and 741; represents the Devils Tone; the dissonance between Mi and So; or Love
and Problem Solving.

John Nash’s Theories of Beauty, Problem Solving Cooperation and Messages from God:
John Nash was a mathematician; famous for his Nash Equilibrium theory; for which he won a
Nobel Prize for Economics. John Nash is the subject of the movie: A Beautiful Mind; and the
documentary: A Brilliant Madness.
Beauty & Problem Solving Cooperation Theories:
In A Beautiful Mind and A Brilliant Madness; the Nash Equilibrium theory is described as a
mathematical principle of cooperation. The principle of cooperation to implement an Ecology of
Peace international law as opposed to competition over resources is based thereon. Put simply:
That in any conflict; those who cooperate to share resources and resolve the root causes of the
conflict; would have a better chance of success and winning the fight; than those who say ‘the
strongest’ shall win all the resources; and have the right to enslave the weakest.
They are sitting in a bar and in walks a beautiful blond Aryan woman; and they all start getting
ready to fight each other to take her on a date; and John Nash laughs and tells them: Why fight
about the few women you consider to be physically beautiful in appearance; instead of
redefining beauty and cooperating to help all women to become beautiful in character. If you
fight for a few physically beautiful women; only a few men will win a beautiful woman; if you
redefine beauty in terms of character; you can then cooperate to help all women to grow
beautiful characters; then every man in the process helps his own character; and goes home
with a beautiful woman.
Similarly if humans cooperate to implement an Ecology of Peace international law social
contract; then all the energy that is currently wasted by individuals, religions and races to fight
over resources will no longer need to be wasted on resources; and humans will have more time
and resources to investigate ideas such as whether God does or does not exist; or any other issue
of concern they are interested in investigating to seek the truth about reality; but currently
cannot do so; because they are just joining one or other religion for ethnic or religious tribal
resource war purposes; in their Planet of the Apes fight for survival.
Imagine if Adolf Hitler and Joseph Stalin had invited Mao Tse-tun, Franklin Delano Roosevelt
and Neville Chamberlain to meet and discuss options for pooling their military resources to
pressure the international legal community to implement an Ecology of Peace international law
social contract; for the benefit of all individuals from all races, classes and religions interested
in Ecology of Peace responsible freedom?
Imagine if Nelson Mandela and the ANC had invited Hendrik Verwoerd and the National Party
to meet and discuss options for leading the world towards an Ecology of Peace international law
social contract; by working together to implement an Ecology of Peace social contract for an
ethical responsible freedom South Africa?
Messages from God Theories
In the documentary A Brilliant Madness: A Mathematical Genius Descent into Madness; John
Nash talks about how he attempted to mathematically calculate the probability of the existence
of God; by attempting to determine the ‘normal’ probability for any coincidence event to occur;
and if or where any highly improbable coincidence event occurred; which was not man-made;
considering whether highly improbable coincidence events could be messages from God.

Erhan Cinlar: “From time to time you would see in your office, you know under the door a huge
number of sheets that has been worked out the night before computing the probabilities of
certain coincidences. Very detailed computations. He was attempting to prove the existence of
God.”
John Nash: “I felt I might get a divine revelation that seeing a certain number of [above normal]
coincidences; could be interpreted as a message from Heaven.”
In Lara’s personal opinion: in an age where military agencies have access to technology that
includes mind reading and manipulating the thoughts, behaviors and actions of individuals,
animals, the weather; etc; if or where any individual perceives any event with an above normal
number of highly improbable coincidence’s; it would have to be verified that such improbable
coincidence was not the result of (a) military agencies using military technology to manipulate
events; (ii) extraterrestrial beings using extraterrestrial technology to manipulate events; before
(c) any consideration could be given to whether it could be a message from God.
Lara’s observation of possibly above normal improbable coincidences:
Re: “Lara heard Ann screaming Lara’s name. At the time of hearing Ann scream; Lara was just
about to read an article on Sputnik about a pineapple farmer. More specifically the article was
about the Kremlin deciding to protect Russia’s maritime borders with little yellow submarine’s
that look like pineapples.”
Re: “On 12 July 2015: the day before Clive’s collapse Lara wrote the following about collapse in
her email to the American Psychological Association: “I have not read your entire report only
perused it and did some keyword searches; because I am not sure whether the APA’s motives to
ask you to review these issues is remotely sincere in terms of [..] ‘ethics’ or ‘sincere problem
solving’ of national security related matters. As Michael Ruppert [Collapse & Apocalypse Man]
would say: What do you want?”.”
Michael Ruppert committed suicide on 13 April 2014; exactly 13 months before Clive
Johnstone’s GI Bleed attack on 13 July 2015. At the time of Mike’s suicide he was living in a
trailer in Tubbs Lane, Napa; on the property of Jack Martin.
The number ‘13’ is of important significance to Freemasons. See: Occult symbolism in the 11
September Destruction of the World Trade Center Tower & Pentagon Attacks.
Ann had always joked that Lara should marry a pineapple farmer; because Lara loves
pineapples.
One of the bombs used in the Oklahoma City Bombing by Timothy McVeigh and his accomplices
was a ‘pineapple’ suitcase nuclear bomb.
In Russian; the word ‘lara’ looks like the word ‘napa’ in English.

Dr. Zhivago: Gods of War and listening.
Re: 19 June Death of Malcolm Cummins from Wilderness; the husband of Jana Cummins; GI
bleeding attack.
Lara’s original bomb threat to the PW Botha airport occurred on 18 June 2002.
18 June is the anniversary of – among others -- the mutual Suicide Murder of Czech Resistance
agents: Jan Kubiš and Jozef Gabčík; who saved their last bullets for themselves; in Prague’s
Cyril and Methodius Cathedral shootout on 18 June 1942; due to their Operation Anthropoid
assassination of Reinhard Tristan Eugen Heydrich on 27 May on a tram U-bend in Prague.
Heydrich died due to horse hair in seat of car that caused an infection. Heydrich was
Stellvertretender Reichsprotektor / Deputy Acting Reich-Protector of Bohemia and Moravia,
now the Czech Republic; at the time; and previously had chaired the January 1942 Wannsee
Conference, which formalised plans for the Final Solution to the Jewish Question—the
deportation and genocide of all Jews in German-occupied Europe.
The Czech version of Jan Kubis name is Jana.
As noted above the letter Lara wrote to the American Psychological Association; which upset
Clive; contributing to his GI bleeding attack; was about enhanced interrogation tactic methods
used by SERE: Survival, Evasion, Resistance and Escape; as developed by James Mitchell at
Fairchild Air Force Base; used after the World Trade Center Attacks on terrorists who refused
to cooperate by refusing to answer questions or used evasive psychological techniques to avoid
answering questions. These SERE tactics were first publicly revealed in the movie: GI Jane:
SERE Island Training Facility Captiva Island Florida.

The Nazi Wannsee Conference was focused on answering the question: Who or what is a Jew?;
and consequently who should be removed from the planetary genepool?
The Ecology of Peace version of the ‘Jewish question’ is the ‘scarcity combatant’ question: Who
or what is a scarcity combatant; and how, when and by whom should they be removed from the
planetary genepool?. See: EoP v WiP NWO negotiations [PDF]: US Army Reserve Command Ft
Bragg NC: Culture Change to EoP Honour Ecofootprint Shrinking Lifeboat Ethics.
Lara’s 29 December 2015 correspondence to International Criminal Court: Judge Silvia
Fernandez de Gurmendi [PDF]: Re: EoP ICC Private Pros: EoP PoW's –v– Nobel Committee
& Peace Laureates et al; which mentioned Karen Marshall; provides Lara’s detailed
submission -- in village idiot language that can be understood by any village idiot; and does not
require a law degree to understand – to the International Criminal Court; as to whom the
Ecology of Peace culture consider to be an eco-innocent and whom is a ‘scarcity combatant’
contributing to planetary resource scarcity and resource war violence. It also clarifies how
scarcity combatants – irrespective of their religious, racial or national identity -- can be
honourably legally notified that they are scarcity combatants; and provided the opportunity to
apologize for their former scarcity combatant behaviour and commit to cooperating to
implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract; and if they refuse how they
can be humanely given psychotronic instant death; and their dead bodies can be disposed of by
being placed in former granary silo’s to be converted to compost.
Malcolm X was a well-known African American Muslim; who was assassinated on 21 February
1965. He was hated by many – white and black -- because among others (a) he was a black man
who ‘made it plain’; in other words he spoke in plain simple village idiot language negroes could
understand; (b) he was incorruptible. When he found out that his own Muslim church leader;
whom he had loyally served; was corrupt and a liar and deceiving the Muslims he called his
‘flock’; he did not cover it up; or pretend he did not notice; he confronted his Muslim pastor:
Elijah Mohammed and when Elijah Mohammed refused to amend his ways; he left the church
and exposed Elijah Mohammed.
Lara has often used Malcolm X quotes in Ecology of Peace culture negotiations:
“Unlike plagues of the dark ages or contemporary diseases we do not yet understand, the
modern plague of overpopulation is soluble by means we have discovered and with resources we
possess. What is lacking is not sufficient knowledge of the solution but universal consciousness
of the gravity of the problem and education of the billions who are its victims. The only way our
overpopulation and overconsumption problems can be solved. First the white man and the black
man have to be able to sit down at the same table. The white man has to be able to feel free to
speak his mind without worrying about hurting the feelings of the negro. The so-called negro
has to feel free to speak his mind without worrying about hurting the feelings of the white man.
The soldiers have to be able to feel free to speak their minds without worrying about hurting the
feelings of the civilians. The civilians have to feel free to speak their minds without hurting the
feelings of the soldiers. Then they can bring the EoP v WiP issues that are under the rug out on
top of the table and take an intelligent approach to get the problem solved” [Amended: Martin
Luther King: Margaret Sanger Human Rights Award Acceptance Speech 1966; Malcolm X:
Make it Plain].
The bombs used by the Brussels bombers were suitcase nail bombs.

On the morning of 22 March 2016, three coordinated nail bombings occurred in Belgium: two at
Brussels Airport in Zaventem, and one at Maelbeek/Maalbeek metro station in Brussels. In
these attacks, 31 victims and three suicide bombers were killed, with a fourth suspect on the
run, and 300 people were injured. Another bomb was found during a search of the airport. The
organization Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) claimed responsibility for the attacks.
The bombings were the deadliest act of terrorism in Belgium's history.
Number 13: One bomb did not activate; 3 did activate: 2 activated in airport; 1 activated in
metro.
Nail bomb:
The nail bomb is an anti-personnel explosive device packed with nails to increase its wounding
ability. The nails act as shrapnel, leading almost certainly to greater loss of life and injury in
inhabited areas than the explosives alone would. The nail bomb is also a type of flechette
weapon. Such weapons use bits of shrapnel -- steel balls, nail heads, broken razors, darts and
bits of metal -- to produce a large radius of destruction.
Former terrorism nail bomb incidents:

PNG: Replication of IRA member John Antony Downey’s 20 July 1982 nail bomb; mounted in a blue Austin parked on
South Carriage Drive in Hyde Park that killed four Blues and Royals soldiers, and seven horses of the Royal
Household Cavalry, as they rode from their Barracks to the Changing of the Guard ceremony at Buckingham Palace.
Less than two hours later, a second explosion in a Regents park bandstand killed seven Royal Green Jackets
bandsmen. | Surviving Sefton gives and receives a kiss upon arrival at the Army Vets Center. | Dead horses in Hyde
Park covered by blankets.

PNG: Sefton kissing Michael Pederson | Sefton and Michael Pederson at the Horse of the Year Show | 6 March 1970
Greenwich village accidental explosion; killed three members of the Weather Underground; when their nail bomb;
planned to be set off at a non-commissioned officers dance at the Ft. Dix, New Jersey Army base; exploded in their
Greenwich NY apartment at 18 West 11th Street | Member of the Weather Underground: William Charles “Bill” Ayers
being arrested on 27 August 1968.

PNG: David Copeland aka London Nail bomber set off three nail bombs in London on 17, 24 and 30 April 1999;
respectively in Brixton Market; Electric Avenue, Brixton; Brick Lane and the Admiral Duncan Pub in Old Compton
Street; after reading The Turner Diaries. Copeland was employed as an engineers assistant; as well as being the
regional leader of the National Socialist Movement at the time; of the bombings. | 9 June 2004 nail bomb detonated
by Nationalist Socialist Underground members in a popular Turkish shopping quarter called "Little Istanbul"; as part
of their Kebab Doner murders of Turkish immigrants. Members included: Beate Zschaepe; Uwe Boehnhardt and Uwe
Mundlos; the latter two who committed suicide; resulting in Zschape destroying the evidence by bombing their house
in Zwickau on 04 November 2011. Their claim of responsibility was revealed on a DVD found in the Zwickau ruins.

* ~~ *
Its Not About the Nail Ecology of Peace Group Therapy:

PNG: Its Not About the Nail | Terence McKenna: Image Quote from speech: Western civilization is a loaded gun
pointed at the planets head. | Departed PNG: Cops or Criminals: When facing a loaded gun; what’s the difference? |
Group Therapy: Sometimes it Works!

Excerpt: EoP v WiP NWO negotiations Comments Correspondence [PDF]: Malcolm X
Grassroots Movement; CNN:
-----------If your activism to end racism, slavery, oppression, climate change; food shortages, food
inflation, cost of living increases, urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste, pollution, peak oil,
peak water, peak food, peak population, species extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak resources,
climate change, feminism, nazism, Islamism, capitalism, communism, militarization of police,
etc; does not include discussion of the root – ‘right to breed / consume with total disregard for
ecological carrying capacity limits’ clauses of the Masonic War is Peace social contract –
overpopulation and consumption causes of those socio-economic, psycho-political and ecological
resource war problems; your activism is just another ‘Its not about the Nail’ Masonic War is
Peace Bullshit the Public Relations Stunt.
If the nail you are hammering is to abolish the Masonic War is Peace social contract and replace
it with an Ecology of Peace social contract; then that nail is simultaneously addressing a
multitude of ecological overshoot problems: whether crime and violence, unemployment and
poverty, food shortages, inflation, political instability, loss of political freedoms, conformist
political correctness, vanishing species, garbage and pollution, urban sprawl, traffic jams, toxic
waste, resource depletion, etc.

Put simply the nail is in the bulls eye target zone, and each hammer strike, sends problem
solving solution ripples to each of all of these problems; whereas if you find a nail and stick it in
only one of these problem areas; each hammer strike is pointless; because in the absence of
addressing the root cause of the problem: Masonic War is Peace ‘right to breed/consume with
total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits’ social contract; the particular problem you
are focused on is only going to get worse; as the tap of overpopulation / overconsumptionecological overshoot resource scarcity grows and grows and grows.
-----------Lara has dozens more observations of such above normal; possibly psychotronic Military Gods of
Death cryptic Coincidence’s; as per her correspondence to FSB: Gen Bortnikov and NSA: Adm
Rogers [PDF].

From: Lara Johnstone | To: Laurie Calhoun
CC: Just War Authors; Global Institute for the Prevention of Aggression & Kampala [PDF];
ICC Judges [PDF]; ICC Coalition [PDF]; Intnl Law [PDF]; Vatican [PDF]
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2016 11:29 PM
Subject: Ind Inst: Laurie Calhoun: Re: Vatican, Justice War & EoP Axis MilNec Evacuation

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2016 11:29 PM
To: 'Laurie Calhoun via Independent Inst'
Cc: 'Michael Walzer'; 'Alexander Moseley'; 'Dissent Magazine'; 'Kai Draper'; 'Gary Wills'; 'History'; 'George
Weigel'; 'Archbishop Wilton D Gregory'; 'Mark E DeForrest'; 'Mona Fixdal'; 'Katnryn Jean Lopez'; 'Richard
Falk'; 'Michael Parenti'; 'Thomas Hurka'; 'Mark Rigstad'; 'GIPA: Benjamin & Donald M Ferencz'; 'Intnl
Criminal Court'; 'Head of Public Affairs: Fadi El Abdallah'; 'Public Affairs Unit'; 'Office of the Prosecutor';
'Joern Oliver Eiermann'; 'Rene Holbach'; 'Amb Asst: Martina Reisner'; 'Comm: Rudolfo Bautista'; 'New
York'; 'Hague'; 'AMICC Secretariat'; 'Convener: John Washburn'; 'UN: Rule of Law Unit'; 'Deputy
Secretary-General: Jan Eliasson'; 'JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc'; 'VADM Bruce McDonald: Bruce MacDonald';
'Cercle K2'; 'Supreme Court Justices via DoJ: SupremeCtBriefs'; 'ICC Prosecutors Office: Fatou Bensouda';
'Peace Palace Library'; 'Director: Jeroen Vervliet'; 'Holy See in London – Nuntius'; 'AngCh: Office'; 'AngCh:
ExecOff: Christine Codner'; 'Congregation for Institutes of Consecrated Life and Societies of Apostolic
Life: His Eminence the Cardinal Prefect'; 'His Excellency Archbishop Secretary'; 'Information';
'Evangelization Station: Victor Claveau'; 'EcoJesuits: JESC: Jesuit European Social Centre'; 'JCAP: Jesuit
Conference of Asia Pacific'; 'Curia Delegato: Father Arturo Sosa'; 'Curia Generalizia'; 'Pontifical Biblical
Institute'; 'Specola Vaticana'; 'Residenza SS. Trinità Centro Aletti'; 'La Civiltà Cattolica'; 'Pontificio Collegio
Russicum'; 'Ask a Catholic: Mike Humphrey'; 'World Union of Catholic Womens Organisations'
Subject: Ind Inst: Laurie Calhoun: Re: Vatican, Justice War & EoP Axis MilNec Evacuation

Laurie Calhoun via Independent Inst (info@independent.org)
Just War Authors:
Michael Walzer (walzer@ias.edu); Alexander Moseley (alexandermoseley@icloud.com); Dissent
Magazine (inquiries@dissentmagazine.org); Kai Draper (publicaffairs@udel.edu); Gary Wills (gwills@northwestern.edu); History (history@northwestern.edu); George Weigel
(catholicstudies@eppc.org); Archbishop Wilton D Gregory (archbishop@archatl.com); Mark E
DeForrest (mdeforrest@lawschool.gonzaga.edu); Mona Fixdal (mfixdal@princeton.edu); Katnryn
Jean Lopez (klopez@nationalreview.com); Richard Falk (rfalk@princeton.edu); Michael Parenti
(mp@michaelparenti.org); Thomas Hurka (tom.hurka@utoronto.ca); Mark Rigstad
(rigstad@oakland.edu)
Global Institute for the Prevention of Aggression:
GIPA: Benjamin & Donald M Ferencz (donferencz@aol.com)
ICC Judges: Pres: Judge Silvia Fernández de Gurmendi, Judges Joyce Aluoch &
Kuniko Ozaki:
Intnl Criminal Court (pio@icc-cpi.int); Head of Public Affairs: Fadi El Abdallah (fadi.elabdallah@icc-cpi.int); Public Affairs Unit (PublicAffairs.Unit@icc-cpi.int); Office of the
Prosecutor (OTPNewsDesk@icc-cpi.int)
Permanent Mission of Liechtenstein to the U.N.: Global Campaign for Ratification
and Implementation of Kampala Amendments on Crime of Aggression:

Advisors: Joern Oliver Eiermann (joern.eiermann@nyc.llv.li); Rene Holbach
(rene.holbach@nyc.llv.li); Amb Asst: Martina Reisner (martina.reisner@nyc.llv.li); Comm:
Rudolfo Bautista (rodolfo.bautista@nyc.llv.li)
Coalition for ICC & AMICC:
New York (cicc@coalitionfortheicc.org); Hague (cicc-hague@coalitionfortheicc.org); AMICC
Secretariat (amicc@amicc.org); Convener: John Washburn (jwashburn@amicc.org)
Intnl Law: UN Rule of Law Unit; USA, ICC & ICJ:
UN: Rule of Law Unit (rol@unrol.org); Deputy Secretary-General: Jan Eliasson
(Eliasson@un.org);
USA Law: US Navy JAG: VADM James W Crawford III JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc
(JAGIR@navy.mil); VADM Bruce McDonald: Bruce MacDonald (bruce.macdonald@atsid.com);
Cercle K2 (contact@cercle-k2.fr); Supreme Court Justices via DoJ: SupremeCtBriefs
(SupremeCtBriefs@usdoj.gov); International Law: ICC: Int’l Criminal Court: Prosecutors Office:
Fatou Bensouda (otp.informationdesk@icc-cpi.int); Int’l Court of Justice: President: Judge Peter
Tomka: via Peace Palace Library (info@peacepalacelibrary.nl); Director: Jeroen Vervliet
(j.vervliet@peacepalacelibrary.nl)
Vatican: Pope Benedict & Francis; Superior General Adolfo Nicolas:
Holy See in London – Nuntius (Nuntius@globalnet.co.uk); AngCh: Office
(aco@anglicancommunion.org); AngCh: ExecOff: Christine Codner
(christine.codner@anglicancommunion.org); Congregation for Institutes of Consecrated Life and
Societies of Apostolic Life: His Eminence the Cardinal Prefect (civcsva.pref@ccscrlife.va); His
Excellency Archbishop Secretary (civcsva.segr@ccscrlife.va); Information (vati059@ccscrlife.va);
Evangelization Station: Victor Claveau (claveau@earthlink.net); EcoJesuits: JESC: Jesuit
European Social Centre (info@jesc.net); JCAP: Jesuit Conference of Asia Pacific
(jcapsj@sjapc.net); Curia Delegato: Father Arturo Sosa (dir@sjcuria.org); Curia Generalizia
(curgen@sjcuria.org); Pontifical Biblical Institute (admipib@gmail.com); Specola Vaticana
(staff@specola.va); Residenza SS. Trinità Centro Aletti (centro.aletti@iol.it); La Civiltà Cattolica
(civcatt@laciviltacattolica.it); Pontificio Collegio Russicum (collegio@russicum.it); Ask a
Catholic: Mike Humphrey (mike.humphrey@rcn.com); World Union of Catholic Womens
Organisations (wucwoparis@wanadoo.fr).

Ind Inst: Laurie Calhoun: Re: Vatican, Justice War & EoP Axis MilNec Evacuation
I tried to read your article: The Jig is Up: Just War Theory Can No Longer Be Used as a Cover
for State Policies of Mass Homicide; but I’m not sure I understand what you are trying to say.
However; I imagine I understood enough to understand the following information may be of
interest to you and Just War legal or philosophical or anti-war theorists.
Re: Vatican Conference on Just War Theory:
A copy of Ecology of Peace correspondence to International Religious Organizations is available
at EoP Axis: Intnl: Religious Orgs [PDF]. As an EoP Observer; the Holy See in London has also
been a recipient of all Ecology of Peace correspondence to EoP Applicants [PDF] and/or EoP
Axis Officials [PDF].
Re: EoP Correspondence to GIPA:

Of further interest to ‘Just War’ issues; would be the Ecology of Peace correspondence to the
Global Institute for the Prevention of Aggression [PDF].
Re: EoP Axis Military Necessity Evacuation from Planetary Genepool of Possible Millions:
The correspondence to Dmitry Orlov from Club Orlov further below; copies provided to Military
Industrial Corporations [PDF]; provides a succinct summary of the Ecology of Peace campaign;
to implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract; that shall restrict all
planetary human beings to procreating and consuming below ecological carrying capacity limits
– definition in correspondence to ICC Judges [PDF] and in ICC complaint – or be eliminated
from the planetary genepool.
The EoP Axis Military Necessity Evacuation is the military necessity mutual coercion last
resort option of the Ecology of Peace NWO social contract options. It provides a legal blueprint
for how to legally, militarily, politically and economically implement an Ecology of Peace
international law social contract; to enable immediate orderly and humane deindustrialization
and massive depopulation measures.
Should any Just War or anti-Just War theorist have any legal objections; constructive criticism
feedback; or questions; please let me know asap; so that I can submit to EoP Applicants for their
consideration.
A copy of this correspondence shall be documented at: EoP Axis: Intnl Law [PDF]; EoP Axis
Officials [PDF]; Intnl: Religious Orgs [PDF]; ICC Judges [PDF]; GIPA [PDF].
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

__________________________________
From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Friday, April 29, 2016 4:28 PM
To: 'Dmitry Orlov'
Subject: Club Orlov: The Sixth -- Environmental Collapse -- Stage of Collapse

Dmitry Orlov
Club Orlov
Club Orlov: The Sixth -- Environmental Collapse -- Stage of Collapse
This is a multitasking correspondence.
I hadn’t read your Sixth Stage of Collapse before today; and its way more powerful than Five
Stages. Totally agree. I hope you don’t mind that I reposted it at: In Gods Name; updating Five
Stages re-posted in 2008.
I recently shared that Five; now Six Stages of Collapse link:



EoP Axis Negotiations: US v A Bundy et al [PDF]: 26 April 2016 8:54 PM: USA v A
Bundy; Atlantic Ed & Journ: Re: Stan McChrystal ‘root cause problem solving vs
wacking a mole’; and WiP Case No. 16-MJ-00006: USA v A Bundy et al.

You may wish to consider EoP Axis Military Necessity Evacuation blueprint ideas; with regard
to your Sixth Stage of Collapse statement:
“This tragic [— environmental collapse — at the end of which we are left without a home,
having rendered Earth (our home planet) uninhabitable] outcome may not be unavoidable. And
if it is not unavoidable, then that's about the only problem left that's worth solving. The solution
can be almost arbitrarily expensive in both life and treasure. I would humbly suggest that it's
worth all the money in the world, plus a few billion lives, because if a solution isn't found, then
that treasure and those lives are forfeit anyway. A solution for avoiding the sixth stage must be
found, but I don't know what that solution would look like.”
EoP Axis Military Necessity Evacuation is the military necessity mutual coercion last resort
option of the Ecology of Peace NWO social contract options. It provides a legal blueprint for how
to legally, militarily, politically and economically implement an Ecology of Peace international
law social contract; to enable immediate orderly and humane deindustrialization and massive
depopulation measures.
The benefits of immediate implementation of humane and orderly depopulation measures are
documented in among others: EoP Axis: Cop 21 [PDF: EoP Axis Humane De-Industrialization
and Depopulation Options: 22 Jan 2016]. Furthermore Canadian Attorney Generals [PDF: 09
March 2016]; Hong Kong Prosecutor [PDF: 09 March 2016]; ICC Judges [PDF: 29 Dec 2015];
have been notified of the possibility that EoP Axis Military Necessity Evacuation measures
shall be implemented.
------- Excerpt: EoP Axis: Cop 21 [PDF: 22 Jan 2016] ------If humane deindustrialization and depopulation is implemented internationally as per EoP
Cop21 Simple Root Cause Problem Solving Recommendation [PDF] submitted to
UNFCCC & Cop 21; and/or EoP complaint to ICC; it would have greater positive effects on reforestation, biodiversity and climate change than the extremely violent depopulation
implemented by Genghis Khan the Green; which only occurred in Eurasia; but resulted in
massive reforestation and the plummeting of carbon levels.
Excerpts from: Coupled climate–carbon simulations indicate minor global effects of wars and
epidemics on atmospheric CO2 between AD 800 and 1850 study by Julia Pongratz; article:
Genghis Khan the GREEN: Invader killed so many people that carbon levels plummeted;
Carnegie: War, Plague No Match for Deforestation in Driving CO2 Buildup.
Genghis Khan has been branded the greenest invader in history - after his murderous conquests
killed so many people that huge swathes of cultivated land returned to forest. The Mongol leader,
who established a vast empire between the 13th and 14th centuries, helped remove nearly 700
million tons of carbon from the atmosphere, claims a new study. The deaths of 40 million people
meant that large areas of cultivated land grew thick once again with trees, which absorb carbon
dioxide from the atmosphere. And, although his methods may be difficult for environmentalists
to accept, ecologists believe it may be the first ever case of successful manmade global cooling.

Genghis Khan and his Mongol hordes had an impact on the global carbon cycle as big as today’s
annual demand for gasoline. The Black Death, on the other hand, came and went too quickly for
it to cause much of a blip in the global carbon budget. Dwarfing both of these events, however,
has been the historical trend towards increasing deforestation, which over centuries has released
vast amounts of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, as crop and pasture lands expanded to feed
growing human populations. Even Genghis Kahn couldn’t stop it for long.
“It’s a common misconception that the human impact on climate began with the large-scale
burning of coal and oil in the industrial era,” says Julia Pongratz of the Carnegie Institution’s
Department of Global Ecology, lead author of a new study on the impact of historical events on
global climate published in the January 20, 2011, online issue of The Holocene. “Actually,
humans started to influence the environment thousands of years ago by changing the vegetation
cover of the Earth‘s landscapes when we cleared forests for agriculture.”
Clearing forests releases carbon dioxide into the atmosphere when the trees and other vegetation
are burned or when they decay. The rise in atmospheric carbon dioxide resulting from
deforestation is recognizable in ice cores from Greenland and Antarctica before the fossil-fuel era.
But human history has had its ups and downs. During high-mortality events, such as wars and
plagues, large areas of croplands and pastures have been abandoned and forests have re-grown,
absorbing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.
Pongratz decided to see how much effect these events could have had on the overall trend of rising
carbon dioxide levels. Working with colleagues at the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology in
Germany and with global ecologist Ken Caldeira at Carnegie, she compiled a detailed
reconstruction of global land cover over the time period from 800 AD to present and used a global
climate-carbon cycle model to track the impact of land use changes on global climate. Pongratz
was particularly interested in four major events in which large regions were depopulated: the
Mongol invasions in Asia (1200-1380), the Black Death in Europe (1347-1400), the conquest of
the Americas (1519-1700), and the Fall of the Ming Dynasty in China (1600-1650).
“We found that during the short events such as the Black Death and the Ming Dynasty collapse,
the forest re-growth wasn’t enough to overcome the emissions from decaying material in the soil,”
says Pongratz. “But during the longer-lasting ones like the Mongol invasion and the conquest of
the Americas there was enough time for the forests to re-grow and absorb significant amounts of
carbon.”
The global impact of forest re-growth in even the long-lasting events was diminished by the
continued clearing of forests elsewhere in the world. But in the case of the Mongol invasions,
which had the biggest impact of the four events studied, re-growth on depopulated lands
stockpiled nearly 700 million tons of carbon absorbed from the atmosphere. This is equivalent to
the world’s total annual demand for gasoline today.
Pongratz points out the relevance of the study to current climate issues. “Today about a quarter of
the net primary production on the Earth’s land surface is used by humans in some way, mostly
through agriculture,” she says. “So there is a large potential for our land-use choices to alter the
global carbon cycle. In the past we have had a substantial impact on global climate and the
carbon cycle, but it was all unintentional. Based on the knowledge we have gained from the past,
we are now in a position to make land-use decisions that will diminish our impact on climate
and the carbon cycle. We cannot ignore the knowledge we have gained.”

As noted in Request for Assistance of Counsel to renowned Philippine’s Environmentalist
lawyer: Tony Oposa [PDF]; if EoP Applicants cannot find any civilian attorneys to support their
EoP ICC complaint; EoP Axis authorities can choose to implement the military necessity
mutual coercion last resort option of the Ecology of Peace NWO social contract options.
If EoP Axis authorities – Leaders of Russia, China, USA & NATO – and/or IL Coercion
authorities choose to implement the EoP Axis Military Necessity Evacuation – as detailed in 26
September 2015 Military Necessity Evacuation Lotto Pool Notice to Nation State Supreme Court
Judges & Attorney Generals of: Bahrain, Brazil; Brunei, Burundi, China, Germany, India,
Japan, Kuwait, Luxembourg, Mali, Malta, Mexico, Monaco, Netherlands, Niger, Philippines,
Qatar, Singapore, Somalia, South Korea, Uganda, United Kingdom, United States of America,
Vatican City [PDF]; Proof of Service [PDF] – the first two countries on the EoP Axis Military
Necessity Evacuation lotto are: Phillipines [PDF] and India [PDF].
Lotto Military Necessity Evacuation implementation shall result in half of India and Phillipines
– or subsequent lotto draw nations – scarcity combatants and breeding/consumption war
extremist’s – whom Masonic War is Peace legislators, lawyers and judges formerly provided
with Breeding/Consumption Innocence for sale Indulgences – being psychotronically humanely
killed en masse; unless their city or the citizen has signed EoP Axis Oaths and provided such
oaths to EoP Axis authorities as documented at EoP Supporters.
An EoP Military Necessity Evacuation:
(a) Scarcity combatant is any citizen who is a member of the following professions: (i) Law:
Judges, Prosecutors & Lawyers; (ii) Mental Health: Psychologists & Psychiatrists; (iii)
Media: Print, TV or Radio: Editors, Producers & Journalists; (iv) Religious & Non Profit:
Officials and Employees of any religious worship or charity organization with State nonprofit status.
(b) Breeding / consumption war extremist is any adult individual over the age of 18 who has
co-procreated more than 3 children who survived beyond the age of 5; and/or who
possesses capital assets amounting to more than US $ 2.55 million.
------- End Excerpt: EoP Axis: Cop 21 [PDF: 22 Jan 2016] ------A copy of this correspondence shall be documented at EoP v WiP NWO negotiations: Comments
Correspondence [PDF]: Club Orlov.
Respectfully,
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk | To: Intnl Criminal Court Judges [PDF]
CC: EoP Axis: International Law Officials [PDF]; FSB & NSA [PDF]
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 9:58 PM
Subject: ICC Judges: Re: Notice to IL PM Netanyahu & Mossad Y Cohen: of their removal as EoP Axis
Coercion effective immediately

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 9:58 PM
To: 'Intnl Criminal Court'; 'Head of Public Affairs: Fadi El Abdallah'; 'Public Affairs Unit'; 'Office of the
Prosecutor'
Cc: 'UN: Rule of Law Unit'; 'Deputy Secretary-General: Jan Eliasson'; 'JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc'; 'VADM
Bruce McDonald: Bruce MacDonald'; 'Cercle K2'; 'Supreme Court Justices via DoJ: SupremeCtBriefs';
'Prosecutors Office: Fatou Bensouda'; 'Int’l Court of Justice: President: Judge Peter Tomka: via Peace
Palace Library'; 'Director: Jeroen Vervliet'; 'FSB: General Aleksandr Bortnikov'; 'NSA Adm Mike Rogers'
Subject: ICC Judges: Re: Notice to IL PM Netanyahu & Mossad Y Cohen: of their removal as EoP Axis
Coercion effective immediately

ICC Judges: Pres: Judge Silvia Fernández de Gurmendi, Judges Joyce Aluoch &
Kuniko Ozaki:
Intnl Criminal Court (pio@icc-cpi.int); Head of Public Affairs: Fadi El Abdallah (fadi.elabdallah@icc-cpi.int); Public Affairs Unit (PublicAffairs.Unit@icc-cpi.int); Office of the
Prosecutor (OTPNewsDesk@icc-cpi.int)
CC: Intnl Law: UN Rule of Law Unit; USA, ICC & ICJ:
UN: Rule of Law Unit (rol@unrol.org); Deputy Secretary-General: Jan Eliasson
(Eliasson@un.org);
USA Law: US Navy JAG: VADM James W Crawford III JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc
(JAGIR@navy.mil); VADM Bruce McDonald: Bruce MacDonald (bruce.macdonald@atsid.com);
Cercle K2 (contact@cercle-k2.fr); Supreme Court Justices via DoJ: SupremeCtBriefs
(SupremeCtBriefs@usdoj.gov); International Law: ICC: Int’l Criminal Court: Prosecutors Office:
Fatou Bensouda (otp.informationdesk@icc-cpi.int); Int’l Court of Justice: President: Judge Peter
Tomka: via Peace Palace Library (info@peacepalacelibrary.nl); Director: Jeroen Vervliet
(j.vervliet@peacepalacelibrary.nl)
CC: FSB & NSA:
FSB: General Aleksandr Bortnikov (fsb@fsb.ru); NSA Adm Mike Rogers (info@nsa.gov)
ICC Judges:
ICC Judges: Re: Notice to IL PM Netanyahu & Mossad Y Cohen: of their removal as
EoP Axis Coercion effective immediately
As noted in correspondence below to Israel PM Benjamin Netanyahu and Mossad Director:
Yossi Cohen; I have removed them as EoP Axis Coercion authorities effective immediately.
I shall need to amend the draft to remove Israel as EoP Axis Coercion officials. I don’t know
what EoP Applicants and EoP Axis Officials decision shall be regarding how to proceed; if they
are interested in implementing an Ecology of Peace international law social contract.

If they have not made up their minds by the time my assisted suicide departure plans are
resolved; I shall enquire from EoP Axis Nation state Prosecutorial Officials if they wish the
application to be transferred to them; for their office consideration and filing with the ICC. If
they are not interested; I can hand over the admin info to FSB Gen Bortnikov; and if any
officials are interested; subsequent to my departure; they can recommend their nominations for
a new clerk to Gen Bortnikov; for his and President Putin’s consideration.
Either way I shall be removing references to myself in all correspondence; as per my request to
FSB regarding my posterity preferences to remain anonymous; in my 23 April 2016
correspondence to NSA: Adm Rogers and FSB: Gen Bortnikov: NSA & FSB: EoP Int: 22 Apr
Earth Day Local Events: JAG Steel Law & Stan McChrystal ‘root cause problem solving vs
wacking a mole’ blackout
---- Excerpt: 23 April 2016: NSA & FSB ----I ain’t into the moronic imbecile leaders and followers thing. I am happy to be anonymous
nobody… and to relate to anyone of any race, religion who is sincere about problem solving; or
sincere about whatever it is they want to discuss; as simply another village idiot person.
Any sincere relating experience is in and of itself; an each one teach one relating experience;
where both individuals are learning from each other in the moment; by sincerely and actively
listening to the other, sharing and verifying their interpretations.
As for Masonic War is Peace ‘pretend I am the expert slavemaster’ and the other is the object
and/or subject. Nobody listens; cause they are too busy crawling up each others asses; to pretend
they know what they know or hide what they pretend they know; or whatever the fuck it is they
are doing. If you look at how some people behave; I wonder if they have ever had one; just one
brutally honest sincere active listening conversation with another being; in their entire fucked
up lives. How the fuck could they ever begin to listen to another; if they don’t listen to
themselves; if they don’t know what they want; how they are; what their values are; too busy
doing everything they think they need to do to be good rape the planet capitalists; with dozens
of fake friends and fake family and fake followers.
You ever been a silver service waitress at luncheon of London Marketing CEO’s; or royalty or
politicians; and listened to their CEO, Royalty or Politician political correct ‘my penis is bigger
than your penis’ fucking 12 year old delinquent conversations?
So, Thanks, but no thanks.
In fact one of the things I have been thinking about; never written about till now; is when the
EoP Campaign stuff is transferred to remove all references to my name…..; and to include in my
will… that the KGB shall be granted the authority to execute any imbecile; and their entire
family; who ever wants to call themselves a follower of mine. As far as I am aware the EoP ideas
were ideas psychotronically shared into my consciousness; which I considered and had a ‘face
palm’ moment of ‘that’s so goddamn obvious; why didn’t I think of that; or why haven’t
thousands of people in history thought of that’? So, I simply listened; and thought they were
good ideas; but I don’t claim them as my own; Presumably; they were shared with me; at the
direction of Timothy or Putin; or someone else. I don’t know. I don’t claim them to be my
intellectual property. How the fuck can some imbecile say they are a ‘follower’ of anyone else; if
they have made fuck all effort to listen and find out whether they are accurately interpreting
what the person they are following said? I have never understood why the fuck anyone would
want to imprison themselves with fucking moron imbecile followers. Anyway; to each his own.

Anyone who gives a fucking ounce of a fuck to listening what I have said; would know I don’t
want no goddamn dumbfuck followers. When I am gone; anyone dumbfuck enough to call
themselves a follower of mine; thereby earns themselves and their entire family a KGB
sponsored execution ticket from the planetary genepool; for being a fucking liar. They can follow
their syphilitic penises and vagina’s or whatever the fuck their fuck honour existential purpose
is for being the parasitic rapist of this planet are; but stay the fuck away from pretending they
give a fuck about anything I said while I was on this Masonic infested hellhole. I have bust my
butt listening to Timothy for 15 years; and I would not insult him or myself by calling myself a
follower of his. Why the fuck would I want to follow him; and turn him into an object; if I can
simply listen to him, be with him, and be his friend. If I can cooperate with him; when we agree;
and engage in sincere active listening when there are possible differences in our opinions about
any issue. I’d rather have one sincere active listening friend; than ten thousand or million
followers.
I don’t have a problem with others choosing to have followers; if it what they wish to
accomplish; for what they consider their existential purpose or whatever; that’s fine.
I prefer a sincere friend; or friends to followers.
If any individual has followers and they are attempting to accomplish some goal; and I can help
him or her to enable them to have a more honest leader – follower relationship; so as to more
effectively accomplish whatever goal they intend to accomplish; that’s fine; if that’s what they
want and I have skills that can help; great; but I don’t want any of their or anyone’ else’s
followers.
For the hard of hearing: See: Authorization to KGB to assassinate any dumbfuck who pretends
they are my follower without asking my permission.
---- End Excerpt: 23 April 2016: NSA & FSB ----I shall enquire from ICC Prosecutor in more detail within the next few weeks; whether she has
any objections or preferences regarding my intended will authorization to FSB: Gen Bortnikov
to assassinate any individual who pretends they are a follower of mine without having asked my
permission.
A copy of this correspondence shall be recorded in: (i) EoP Applicants: Request Assistance of
Counsel: FSB & NSA [PDF] & ICC Judges [PDF]; (ii) EoP Axis: International Law [PDF].
Respectfully
Lara Johnstone aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042 George East 6539 RSA
GMC 4643-13 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

_____________________________________
From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2016 6:11 PM

To: 'Israel Prime Minister: Benjamin Netanyahu'; 'Knesset'; 'Eitan Cabel'
Cc: 'President Barack Obama'; 'George W Bush Presidential Center'; 'Office of George W Bush'; 'George
W Bush Presidential Library'; 'George W Bush Institute'; 'Donald Rumsfeld Office: Donald Rumsfeld';
'Marc Oestreich'; 'Projects Dir: Sam Maule'; 'NATO: Shape: Public Affairs Office'; 'BE Emb - Pta'; 'Jhb';
'CT'; 'Dbn'; 'Kremlin Press Office'; 'Chinese Communist Party: Peoples Daily'; 'JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc';
'US Army: Gen Paul Kern'; 'Army: F.Ch.Staff: Gen Gordon Sullivan'; 'US EU Command: F.Dep.Comm: Gen.
Charles Chuck Wald'; 'US Amb in Pretoria: Amb Patrick Gaspard'; 'Timothy McVeigh'; 'via DOJ-NSD Asst
AG-NS: Lisa Monaco: RE: Timothy McVeigh'; 'Copy to: NSA: Adm Mike Rogers'; 'Erik Prince: Frontier
Services Group'; 'Copy to: GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe'; 'Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell'; 'President
Vladimir Putin via Kremlin Press Office'; 'Copy to: Amb Mikhail Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta'; 'David Petraeus';
'Raymond Odierno and John Mulholland via US Army Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff'; 'Stan
McChrystal'; 'Brigadier General Steven Anderson'; 'Admiral Bobby R. Inman U. S. Navy Ret.'; 'General
Charles H. Jacoby Jr.'; 'General Joseph W. Ralston'; 'General James Cartwright USMC Ret.'; 'Daniel
William Christman'; 'Admiral Steve Abbot USN'; 'Robert Tyrer'; 'James M Bodner'; 'Robert L. Grenier';
'Ralph Schneider'; 'Andrew Holland'; 'Judith A. "Jami" Miscik'; 'Jonathan Allen'; 'Daniel J Smith'; 'Francis A
Branch CIV OSD OUSD INTEL'; 'Wilma J Atkins CIV US'; 'Lawrence Fowler C CIV US'; 'Thomas Moorman';
'General Anthony Charles Zinni USMC Ret.'; 'LtCol Thomas Brown USAF'; 'LtCol Emanuel Cohan USAF';
'Col Frank Battistelli'; 'LtCol Peter F. Olsen USAF'; 'Judge Jay Bybee: U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit'; 'David Coombs Office'; 'Zbigniew Brzezinski'; 'Major General Dana Pittard'; 'Major General Herbert
Raymond McMaster'; 'John W. Whitehead'; 'Donald Rumsfeld'; 'USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force Dev: Lt Gen
George Flynn'; 'Supreme Court Justices via DoJ: SupremeCtBriefs'; 'Holy See in London – Nuntius'; 'Grand
Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary'; 'Arif Hasan Akhundzada'; 'USMC General Mattis via Dep Comm: Col James
Clark: Camp Lejeune Marine Corps Base'; 'FSB: Gen Bortnikov'; 'Lt Gen George Flynn'
Subject: Notice to IL PM Netanyahu & Mossad Y Cohen: Your removal as EoP Axis Coercion effective
immediately

TO: IL Coercion
CC: EoP Axis; EoP Applicants and Observers; FSB Gen Bortnikov
Il Coercion:
Israel Prime Minister: Benjamin Netanyahu (pm_eng@pmo.gov.il)
Knesset (feedback@knesset.gov.il); Eitan Cabel (ecable@knesset.gov.il)
EoP Axis Officials:
USA: Democratic Party: President Barack Obama (presidency@whitehouse.gov); Republican
Party:
President George W Bush via George W Bush Presidential Center (info@bushcenter.org); Office
of George W Bush (info@ogwb.org); CC: George W Bush Presidential Library
(gwbush.library@nara.gov); George W Bush Institute (gwbi@bushcenter.org); Donald Rumsfeld
Office: Donald Rumsfeld (daniel@javelindc.com); Marc Oestreich (marc@javelindc.com); Projects
Dir: Sam Maule (sam@javelindc.com)
NATO Member Prime Ministers and Presidents: Via: NATO Military Committee: Chairman:
General Petr Pavel: Czech Republic via: (i) NATO: Shape: Public Affairs Office
(shapepao@shape.nato.int); Belgium Amb: H E Mr H R G Cooreman BE Emb - Pta
(Pretoria@diplobel.fed.be); Jhb (johannesburg@diplobel.fed.be); CT (capetown@diplobel.fed.be);
Dbn (consubeldurban@gmail.com)
Russia: Kremlin: President Vladimir Putin via Kremlin Press Office
(press_office@prpress.gov.ru)
China: CCP Central Committee: President Xi Jinping via: Chinese Communist Party: Peoples
Daily (englishpd@163.com)
Ecology of Peace Applicants and Observers:

Applicants: Vice Admiral Nanette Derenzi: via US Navy JAG: VADM James W Crawford III via
JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc (JAGIR@navy.mil); VADM Dennis McGinn via CNA Military Advisory
Board Members: US Army: Gen Paul Kern (pkern@cohengroup.net); Army: F.Ch.Staff: Gen
Gordon Sullivan (gsullivan@ausa.org); US EU Command: F.Dep.Comm: Gen. Charles Chuck
Wald (cwald@deloitte.com); US Amb in Pretoria: Amb Patrick Gaspard
(embassypretoria@state.gov); Timothy McVeigh (truthseeker2436577@yahoo.com); via DOJNSD Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco: RE: Timothy McVeigh (nsd.public@usdoj.gov); Copy to: NSA:
Adm Mike Rogers (info@nsa.gov); Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group (info@fsgroup.com);
Copy to: GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe (Ellen_Brown@inhofe.senate.gov); Michigan Republicans:
Sam Bissell (SBissell@migop.org); President Vladimir Putin via Kremlin Press Office
(press_office@prpress.gov.ru); Copy to: Amb Mikhail Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta
(ruspospr@mweb.co.za); David Petraeus (david.petraeus@kkr.com); Raymond Odierno and John
Mulholland via US Army Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff (usarmy.pentagon.hqda-dcs-g1.mbx.command-programs@mail.mil); Stan McChrystal (stan@mcchrystalgroup.com).
Back Up Applicants: Brigadier General Steven Anderson (sanderson@gorelyant.com); Admiral
Bobby R. Inman U. S. Navy Ret. (inman@austin.utexas.edu); General Charles H. Jacoby Jr.
(Charles.Jacoby@northcom.mil); General Joseph W. Ralston (jralston@cohengroup.net); General
James Cartwright USMC Ret. (jcartwright@nobleenergyinc.com); Daniel William Christman
(DChristman@USChamber.com); Admiral Steve Abbot USN (Steve.Abbot@nmcrs.org); Robert
Tyrer (rtyrer@cohengroup.net); James M Bodner (jbodner@cohengroup.net); Robert L. Grenier
(rgrenier7@gmail.com); Ralph Schneider (ralph@beckerusa.com); Andrew Holland
(aholland@americansecurityproject.org); Judith A. "Jami" Miscik (JMiscik@kissingerinc.com);
Jonathan Allen (allen_jonathan@bah.com); Daniel J Smith (dsmith@gorelyant.com); Francis A
Branch CIV OSD OUSD INTEL (francis.a.branch.civ@mail.mil); Wilma J Atkins CIV US
(wilma.j.atkins.civ@mail.mil); Lawrence Fowler C CIV US (lawrence.c.fowler2.civ@mail.mil);
Thomas Moorman (moorman_thomas@bah.com); General Anthony Charles Zinni USMC Ret.
(fwaconsultants@gmail.com); LtCol Thomas Brown USAF (thomas.brown.6@us.af.mil); LtCol
Emanuel Cohan USAF (emanuel.cohan@us.af.mil); Col Frank Battistelli
(frank.battistelli@us.af.mil); LtCol Peter F. Olsen USAF (peter.olsen@us.af.mil)
Observers: Judge Jay Bybee: U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit (jay.bybee@unlv.edu);
David Coombs Office (info@armycourtmartialdefense.com); Zbigniew Brzezinski
(ZBrzezinski@csis.org); Major General Dana Pittard (dana.j.pittard.mil@mail.mil); Major
General Herbert Raymond McMaster (herbert.r.mcmaster.mil@mail.mil); John W. Whitehead
(johnw@rutherford.org); Donald Rumsfeld (daniel@javelindc.com); USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force
Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn (george.flynn@mail.mil); Supreme Court Justices via DoJ:
SupremeCtBriefs (SupremeCtBriefs@usdoj.gov); Holy See in London – Nuntius
(Nuntius@globalnet.co.uk); Grand Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary (gs@grandsecretaryoftx.org);
Arif Hasan Akhundzada (arif.hasan.akhundzada@gmail.com); USMC General Mattis via Dep
Comm: Col James Clark: Camp Lejeune Marine Corps Base (hqmc.comrel@usmc.mil)
FSB: Gen Alexander Bortnikov:
FSB: Gen Bortnikov (fsb@fsb.ru)
Joint Chiefs of Staff:
General Dempsey & Dunford via USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn
(george.flynn@mail.mil)
Israel Prime Minister: Benjamin Netanyahu & Mossad Dir: Yossi Cohen
Notice to IL PM Netanyahu & Mossad Y Cohen: Your removal as EoP Axis Coercion
effective immediately

Israel Prime Minister’s Office and Israel Intelligence Agency: Mossad are hereby removed as
EoP Axis Coercion authorities.
If there is an individual in Israel’s Prime Ministers Office or the Mossad with Igor Strelkov’s -- I
Am Responsible for War in Eastern Ukraine -- buck stops here honesty and honour capacity to
take responsibility for his actions; they are more than welcome to take personal responsibility
for their fuck honour actions and provide me with their written reasons and justifications for
their recent and ongoing fuck honour psychotronic coercion actions against me since 24 April
2016; if any exist besides their fuck honour kaffir kike characters. If any such reasons and
justifications are provided; I shall provide them with my written apology and the withdrawal of
their removal as EoP Axis coercion authorities.
Any Israeli citizen who wants me to blow my brains away on South African soil; should find his
goddamn fucking kaffir kike balls; inform my parents that he is going to get on a goddamn
fucking plane and arrive at our front gate to inform their daughter to blow her goddamn fucking
brains away on South African soil; because the kaffirs who call themselves jews; do not give a
fuck about honour and honourable resolution of EoP and WiP negotiations; for me to depart the
planet according to my preferences.
If you have got something to say to me; macho special forces assassin; prime minister who is
incapable of stringing one goddamn fucking buck stops here honest sentence together;
whomever the fuck you are; who wants me to blow my goddamn brains away in a dishonourable
way; find your goddamn fucking balls if you have any; find your honour and honesty; if you ever
gave a fuck about honour and honesty; and arrive on my goddamn fucking doorstep; you gutless
fucking two faced coward.
Respectfully
Lara Johnstone aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042 George East 6539 RSA
GMC 4643-13 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

